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ABSTRACT




University o f  New Hampshire, September, 2013
The 2010 edition o f  ASCE-7 (ASCE 7-10, Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and 
Other Structures) introduces risk-targeted spectral acceleration values for the estimation 
o f seismic design loads. In this study, a 20-story steel moment resisting frame structure 
located in Century City, CA is designed based on ASCE 7-10 and a probabilistic seismic 
collapse assessment is conducted. The main goals are to: (a) evaluate whether the design 
o f a typical steel moment-frame structure based on risk-targeted spectral accelerations 
fulfills the target design collapse level o f  one percent probability o f  collapse in 50 years, 
and (b) quantify and understand the collapse potential o f  a tall steel structure design 
based on the most current U.S. seismic code provisions. The probability o f  collapse is 
estimated for two sets o f 104 and 224 recorded ground motions, respectively. An 
evaluation o f the results demonstrates that for this structure the code-prescribed collapse 
performance target is reasonably met.
CHAPTER I
I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation for this study
Most earthquake-induced casualties are the direct result o f  structural collapses. Structural 
collapse implies that the structural system is unable to withstand its own gravity loads. 
Seismic code criteria focuses primarily on performance targets related to collapse 
prevention and life safety. These performance targets are associated with mapped spectral 
acceleration values that are used as the basis for design. Spectral acceleration, Sa, is 
measured in terms o f  g  (acceleration due to Earth's gravity) and is the ground motion's 
maximum acceleration on a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator with a given damping 
level and period. The collapse o f buildings during past earthquakes has raised questions 
regarding the effectiveness o f  seismic provisions to prevent a partial or total collapse [1], 
Difficulties in having a high confidence in predicting the collapse o f  buildings have 
driven numerous studies to increase the knowledge in this field [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] 
[9] [10] [11] [12] [13]. Seismic criteria in ASCE 7 (Minimum Design Loads for 
Buildings and Other Structures) and the AISC Seismic Provisions [14] [15] for steel 
structures are currently updating rapidly through increased knowledge.
In previous editions o f ASCE 7 (i.e., before 2010) hazard-based spectral acceleration 
(ground motion) values corresponding to a 2 % probability o f  being exceeded in 50 years
1
were used as the basis for design. These spectral acceleration values are assumed to result 
in a uniform estimated probability o f collapse for structures located in all regions o f the 
United States. This assumption is true as long as the uncertainty in the collapse capacity 
o f a structure is negligible. In this context, the term  “collapse capacity” refers to the 
maximum spectral acceleration at the fundamental period o f the structure that the system 
can withstand without collapse. If the uncertainty in collapse capacity is ignored, it 
becomes equal to the mapped uniform-hazard ground motion for which it is designed. 
Therefore, conceptually, the collapse fragility o f  the structure will resemble a step 
function o f  the type shown in Figure 1. The term collapse fragility refers to the 
probability o f  collapse conditioned on a ground motion intensity (i.e, spectral 
acceleration at the fundamental period o f  the structure). Then, the collapse capacity 
becomes equal to the mapped ground motion value since the probability o f  collapse given 
spectral acceleration from the fragility is either 0 or 1.0. This approach implies that when 
a structure is designed for the MCE (Maximum Considered Earthquake, i.e., mapped 
ground motion value) event, it is expected to have a 2% probability o f  collapse in 50 
years , which is identical to the hazard associated with the MCE ground motion.




Sa (g) Sa (g)
Figure 1. 2005 provisions: 2% probability o f  collapse in 50 years
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It is evident that designing for uniform-hazard ground motions does not result in 
structures with uniform collapse probability when it is recognized that there is uncertainty 
in collapse capacity [16]. The collapse capacity is not equal to the corresponding mapped 
ground motion value. Moreover, site- to-site variability in the shape o f  ground motion 
hazard curves that are used to estimate design spectral acceleration values also 
contributes to this lack o f  uniformity. The collapse capacity will normally depend on 
other characteristics o f  the entire waveform o f the ground motion (the acceleration time 
history) too. Due to the fact that the waveform is uncertain, so is the corresponding 
spectral acceleration the structure can resist without collapsing. This uncertainty is 
referred to as aleatory uncertainty (variability o f  natural happenings). Furthermore, the 
collapse capacity will also depend on the level o f  conservatism o f  the design, the 
construction details o f the structure, which are uncertain due to variability in quality, 
material properties, and other structural characteristics that are influenced by subjective 
design decisions. This uncertainty is referred to as epistemic uncertainty (things we don't 
know but are knowledgeable of).
The 2010 edition o f ASCE-7 introduces risk-targeted spectral acceleration values as the 
basis for the estimation o f  seismic design loads. The main goal is to achieve a uniform 
probability o f  collapse throughout the United States. A study was conducted with several 
archetypical code-compliant lateral systems to determine the probability o f  collapse o f  
these systems. Based on the numerical study, an average probability o f collapse was 
found to be roughly 1% in 50 years. The study then developed a standard/generic 
collapse fragility where at the MCE a probability collapse o f  10% was obtained. The 
collapse fragility now accounts for the uncertainty in collapse capacity via a lognormal
distribution as seen in Figure 2. The standard fragility curve generated based on the 
aforementioned study was combined with the United States ground motion hazard curves 
and the collapse fragility was updated through an iterative back calculation so that a 
target probability o f  collapse o f 1% in 50 years was approximately obtained for all 
regions o f  the country. In this process, the MCE corresponding to a 10% probability o f  
collapse for the updated collapse fragility was set equal to the risk-targeted spectral 
acceleration. Thus, these risk-targeted spectral accelerations are different from the 
hazard-based design values used in previous editions o f  ASCE 7. The work by Luco et al. 
[16] provides a comprehensive summary o f  the fundamental behind changes to seismic 
design maps where the probabilistic uniform-hazard ground motions were updated to 
risk-targeted ground motions.
Collapse Fragility Seismic Hazard Curve
0.10
M CEr
Figure 2. 2010 provisions: 1% probability o f  collapse in 50 years
Based on the author’s knowledge, the ability o f  the new seismic design requirements to 
provide a probability o f  collapse in 50 years close to the target value has not been 
evaluated rigorously for tall steel structures. This thesis intends to accomplish this goal.
4
1.2 Objectives
The main objectives o f  this study are to: (a) evaluate whether the design o f  a typical steel 
moment-frame structure based on risk-targeted spectral accelerations fulfills the target 
design collapse risk level o f  one percent probability o f  collapse in 50 years, and (b) 
quantify and understand the collapse potential o f  a tall steel structure designed based on 
the most current U.S. seismic code provisions. This study involves careful consideration 
o f critical issues such as structural modeling and ground motion selection to reasonably 
quantify the collapse potential o f  the structural system.
The specific tasks to accomplish the aforementioned objectives are as follows:
• Design a 20-story Steel Moment Resisting Frame, SMRF, Structure based on 
ASCE/SEI 7-10, ANSI/AISC 360-10 and ANSI/AISC 341-10 [17] [14] [15]
• Model the 20-story SMRF in the software OpenSees [18]
• Analyze modal, nonlinear static pushover, and nonlinear response history
analyses results
• Perform an automated Incremental Dynamic Analysis, IDA for two different 
ground motion sets
• Compute the collapse capacity for the 20-story SMRF
• Evaluate the mean annual frequency o f  collapse, 2C? and the probability o f  collapse 
in 50 years
• Provide recommendations for future studies
5
1.3 Outline
A brief outline o f  the contents o f  the various components o f  this thesis is presented next. 
Chapter 2 deals with an overview o f  seismic collapse assessment issues and terminology. 
Methods and tools that quantitatively assessed the seismic collapse risk in buildings are 
addressed. A literature review is in tegrated . into the chapter highlighting significant 
findings and procedures in seismic collapse assessment.
Chapter 3 focuses on the design based on ASCE 7-10, as well as the 2010 Seismic 
Provisions o f  a 20-story SMRF structure located in Century City, CA. The dimensions 
and material properties o f  the structure are discussed. Chapter 3 describes the design 
criteria and requirements for the structure along with the implemented design loading.
Chapter 4 describes the modeling o f  the 20- story structure using the software OpenSees 
[18]. The North-South frame o f  the structure is modeled and the chapter provides a 
detailed description o f  the model and the results from the modal analysis and nonlinear 
static pushover analysis preformed.
Chapter 5 covers the seismic collapse assessment preformed. The ground motion 
selection process is addressed. Probabilistic collapse assessment is conducted. The mean 
annual frequency and probability o f  collapse in 50 years are calculated.
Chapter 6 provides a summary o f  the research followed by the most salient conclusions. 
Future recommendations are also provided. Appendix A contains a list o f  the files needed 
to conduct the study and Appendix B provides detailed information on the ground motion 
records utilized in this study.
CHAPTER II
II. SEISMIC COLLAPSE ASSESSM ENT APPROACHES
2.1 Introduction
Numerous studies have been conducted to develop methods and tools to quantitatively 
assess the seismic collapse risk in buildings. This chapter focuses on salient previous 
research on seismic collapse assessment and provides background and terminology o f 
collapse assessment methods. The content o f  this chapter is not intended to provide a 
comprehensive literature review on collapse assessment but rather concentrate on works 
that have a direct relationship to the issues discussed in this thesis.
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2.2 Previous Researched Seismic Collapse Assessment
A study on methods to assess the seismic collapse o f  building structures by Villaverde 
[1], global collapse o f  frame structures by Ibarra and Krawinkler [1 1 ], and the ATC-63 
project [19] have presented comprehensive literature reviews o f  analytical methods 
available to assess the capacity o f building structures to resist seismic collapse. Some o f 
the most relevant issues addressed in these studies and others are briefly presented below.
2.2.1 P-A Effect
P-delta, P-A, effects are important for the estimation o f  collapse capacity o f  tall steel 
structures. [19]. The symbol A is the lateral drift o f  the frame and P  is the total vertical 
load that acts through lateral deformations as seen in Figure 3. Gravity loads acting on the 
deformed configuration o f  the structure amplify story drift especially under severe 
earthquake motions. An early study by Bernal [20] proposed an empirical formula that 
characterizes gravity loads to account for P-A effects in inelastic structures subjected to 
earthquakes. Based on the results, he concluded that the code previsions were inadequate 
and not conservative enough to account for P-A effects. Gupta and Krawinkler [21] [22] 
illustrated how the response o f  steel frames is very sensitive to P-A effects and not simple 
to predict. Analytical models are evaluated using nonlinear analysis to assess collapse 
potential in SMRF structures due to P-A effects and recommendations are made for 
improving the P-A response o f  steel frame structures. More recently, Adam et al [23] 
studied the P-A effects in non-deteriorating single-degree-of-freedom structures from
equivalent multiple-degree-of-freedom systems with defined properties based on the 
results from a pushover analysis. They concluded that this application is appropriate to 




M y=V h + PA 
Figure 3. P-A effect
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2.2.2 Deterioration Modeling
Modeling o f  monotonic and cyclic deterioration is a critical component o f  seismic 
collapse prediction. Structural collapse can only be reliably predicted analytically when 
stiffness and strength deterioration, as well as second-order P-A effects are represented in 
the numerical model. Deterioration models allows for the redistribution o f  damage and 
accounts for the structure sustaining large deformations. Song and Pincheira [24] 
investigated the effect o f stiffness and strength degradation on the maximum inelastic 
displacement o f  single-degree-of-freedom systems, however cyclic strength deterioration 
was not incorporated. Ibarra and Krawinkler [11] studied the global collapse o f  frame 
structures under seismic excitations. The research provides a systematic approach that 
includes strength and stiffness deterioration along with P-A effects on structural collapse. 
Foliente [25] presented a general hysteresis model for single and multiple degree-of- 
freedom systems based on a modification o f  the Bouc-W en-Baber-Noori model [26]. 
Sivaselvan and Reinhorn [27] developed a smooth hysteretic model with stiffness 
deterioration , strength deterioration, and pinching characteristics. However, the model 
does not include a deteriorating backbone curve.
Lignos and Krawinkler [28] created the modified Ibarra-Medina-Krawinkler (IMK) 
deterioration model [5] that incorporates all o f  the important phenomena contributing to 
demand prediction as the structure approaches collapse. The IMK model includes 
strength and stiffness deterioration properties. Deterioration properties o f  bilinear, peak- 
oriented, and pinching are also included along with sources o f  deterioration. Sources o f
10
deterioration include softening o f post-yield stiffness, cyclic deterioration, and residual 
strength deterioration. The four cyclic modes in the model are basic strength, post­
capping strength, unloading stiffness, and accelerated reloading stiffness. Figure 4 
illustrates the cyclic deterioration (Det.) o f  a single-degree-of-freedom system. The 
illustration portrays the strength and post-capping deterioration push the strain hardening 
and post capping lines o f the figure toward the center. The accelerated reloading stiffness 
increases the maximum displacement while the unloading stiffness decreases [11]. 
Although the IMK model is a concentrated plasticity model, a study by Lignos et al. [28] 
[29] on a 4-story code-compliant prototype steel moment-resisting frame structure 
demonstrates that the global response o f  the model was predicted well with the use o f a 
relatively simple analytical model with robustly chosen deterioration parameters. The 
modified IMK deterioration model is implemented in this study
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Figure 4. IMK model [11]
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2.2.3 Selection o f Ground Motions
Ground motions should be carefully chosen according to specific objectives. Ibarra and 
Krawinkler [11] stated that a set o f  ground motions must be sufficiently large enough to 
provide reliable statistical results. In their study, a set o f  40 ground motions were 
extensively investigated. The same set was used to conduct a seismic demand evaluation 
by Medina and Krawinkler. [12] Their study evaluated the dependence o f  seismic 
demands on ground motions. The study concluded that Sa, at the first mode period o f a 
structure, may result in a large dispersions in the structural response quantities that can be 
used to foresee damage to structural systems. The study found this especially true in 
structures with a significant higher mode or P-A effects. Therefore, the larger the 
dispersion, the larger the number o f  ground motion records needed in order to obtain 
accurate results. In a recent study by Eads et al. [10] a set o f  274 ground motion 
recorders were used. The study saw that using a small number o f  ground motions led to a 
very high uncertainty in the collapse fragility curve.
ATC-58-1 [30] stated the best method for selecting and scaling ground motions depends 
on the type o f  assessment being conducted. The report identified three types o f 
performance assessments. The first is an intensity-based assessment which calculates the 
response o f  a structure and it's components for specified ground shaking intensity. The 
second is a scenario-based assessment which calculates the response o f  a structure to a 
user specified earthquake event such as one based on magnitude and site-to-source 
distance. The third and most compressive is a risk-based assessment which provides
12
information on a response over a period o f time. This involves intensity-based 
assessments over a range o f  ground motion interest levels such as magnitude, site-to- 
source distance, and local site conditions. [31 ]
A set o f  ground motion can be selected from The Pacific Earthquake Engineering 
Research Center (PEER) ground motion database. [32] This database provides a large 
worldwide selection o f ground motion records. The PEER database was used in this 
study.
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2.2.4 Ground Motion Hazard Curve
A ground motion hazard curve gives the mean annual frequency o f  exceeding a ground 
motion parameter. Typically, the spectral acceleration at the fundamental period o f  the 
structure is used. The site hazard curve based on spectral accelerations can be obtained 
through USGS's hazard curve web application (http://geohazards.usgs.gov/hazardtool/ ) 
which provides access to hazard curves generated for the 2008 National Seismic Hazard 
Mapping Project (NSHMP) [33]. Figure 5 portrays hazard curves from USGS for 
selected coordinates and soil type.
Latitude: 34.05560 Longitude: -118.41690
te*
3  0 0.50 sec 
■ i  0 1.00 sec 
H  0 3.00 sec 






2%  PE f t SO y rs.
IU.
3ec<
le '2 le '! le° ie*
Ground Motion (g)
Figure 5. USGS hazard curves for (34.06°, 188.42°), soil type D [33]
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2.2.5 Incremental Dynamic Analysis
Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) [34] is a technique to systematically process the 
effects o f  increasing earthquake ground motion intensity on structural response up to 
collapse in order to evaluate collapse performance. For a selected record, based on study 
objectives, a nonlinear response history analyses is conducted. The result o f one 
nonlinear time-history analysis produces one point on the IDA curve. This process is then 
repeated at a constant or varying increment until collapse is detected when excessive drift 
occurs under small increases in ground motion intensity. As seen in Figure 7, thirteen 
points are shown, thus, thirteen nonlinear response history analyses were conducted. The 
collapse point is shown as the back dot in Figure 7. One IDA curve represents one 
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Figure 7. Eight IDA curves
IDA is an approach that assesses the response o f  structures to scaled ground motions 
levels and structural system parameters. The U.S. Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) has stated IDA as a state-of-the art method to determine collapse 
capacity and an important tool in earthquake engineering research [35]. Research done by 
Vamvatsikos and Cornell (2002) thoroughly describes the method and performs case 
studies on SMRF buildings ranging from 3 to 20 stories. This study proposes techniques 
to efficiently perform an IDA and observe the value o f  this analysis recognizing that a 
complete IDA requires an intense computational effort [34]. Incremental dynamic 
analysis is a widely used current procedure that has since then been implemented in 
numerous studies [10] [13] [2] [6].
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2.2.6 Collapse Fragility Curve
A collapse fragility curve is a plot that gives information on how the probability o f 
collapse increases with increasing ground motion intensity. The collapse capacities (black 
points), obtained from an IDA, o f  a set o f  ground motions are assumed to follow a 
lognormal distribution. This is plotted in Figure 8 as a probability density function (PDF). 
Previous studies have found the lognormal distribution provide good results for 
representing the collapse capacity data [11] [4] [13] [36]. A cumulative distribution 
function (CDF) that corresponds to a collapse fragility curve is then plotted.
CDFPDF
0.8
Maximum inter-storv drift ratio. 6max
Figure 8. Collapse fragility curve process
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2.2.7 Mean Annual Frequency o f Collapse
A study by Medina and Krawinkler [12] illustrates the use o f  global collapse fragility 
functions along with an intensity measure (IM) hazard curve to approximate the mean 
annual frequency o f  collapse, Ac. Research by Ibarra and Krawinkler [11] describes a 
procedure combining collapse fragility curves and the seismic hazard curves to calculate 
the mean annual frequency o f  collapse with many studies following using this technique 
[10] [13] [4]. The mean annual frequency o f  collapse is estimated based on the 
convolution o f a site-specific ground motion hazard curve and a collapse fragility from a 
nonlinear response history analysis, as seen in Figure 9. Probabilistic collapse assessment 
can then be conducted through numerical integration using the following equation [10]
where P (C \im )  represents the probability the structure will collapse given Sa from the 
applied ground motion. The CDF, which corresponds to a fragility curve, is either derived 
to account for only aleatory uncertainty or aleatory and epistemic uncertainty. ASa(im ) is 
the mean annual frequency o f  Sa  exceeding im  (ground motion hazard). The calculation 
can then be rewritten when multiplying and dividing the right-hand o f  Equation (2. 2. 1) 
by d. ( im ). This rewritten equation is represented below [10]:
[12] [11] [37] [3]:
y. 00
I P(,C\irri) • |d A Sa(im ) | 
7no
(2 . 2. 1)
A c  =  f  P (C \im ) 
j  0
(2 . 2 . 2)
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where I d As° 1 is the slope o f the seismic hazard curve at the site. Probabilistic collapseI d (im) I
assessment can also be approximated through the following simplified equation below [2] 
[38] [37]:
K =  AS„ 0 | J  • (2 .2 .3 )
A: represents the slope o f the hazard curve at the particular spectral acceleration and 
is the dispersion in the collapse fragility curve only taking into account only aleatory 
uncertainty (i.e., record-to-record variability). /?R is taken as the logarithmic standard 
deviation for a lognormal probability o f  collapse distribution. Probabilistic collapse 
assessment taking into account aleatory and epistemic uncertainly can be estimated with 
the following closed-form solution [2]:
Ac =  ASa( , c) ■ e ' - r k’ (2 .2 .4 )  
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Figure 9. Collapse fragility curve and the seismic hazard curve to calculate Xc
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2.2.8 Probability o f Collapse
The mean annual frequency o f  collapse is then used to estimate the probability o f  
collapse in a given time period, which can be calculated with:
P[C in t  yea rs]  =  1 — e ~ Xc t = Xc • t  (2 .2 .5 )
t  is the amount o f years the probability o f  one collapse can occur. When Xc is small the 
probability o f  collapse is approximately equal to the mean annual frequency o f  collapse 
multiplied by t  years.
2.2.9 Collapse Risk
Multiple studies have been preformed to analyze collapse risk. Recent studies include a 
study by Liel et al. [36] incorporated modeling uncertainties in the assessment o f  seismic 
collapse risk o f  buildings. This work summarizes detailed investigations o f  collapse risk 
in reinforced-concrete buildings. The study evaluates the extent to which current and past 
building code provisions protect life safety. A very recent study on an efficient method 
for estimating the collapse risk o f  steel structures in seismic regions by Eads et al. [10] 
looked at a variety o f  aspects involved in the computation o f  the mean annual frequency 
o f collapse, X c , and proposes an efficient method for estimating the collapse risk o f 
structures. A four-story steel moment-resisting frame structure located in Los Angeles, 
CA was used. A deaggregation shows the relative contribution o f  ground motions for 
different magnitude-distance combinations to the total seismic hazard at the site. The 
study found that collapse risk deaggregation is a powerful tool that allows the
20
identification o f  the ground motion intensities that primarily contribute to the mean 
annual frequency o f  collapse o f  the structure. The study concludes that collapse risk is 
typically dominated by ground motion intensities in the lower half o f  the collapse 
fragility curve. This observation can be seen in Figure 10 which shows in (c) the highest 
collapse risk in the Ac deaggregation occurs at 0.65g which corresponds to (b) the lower 
half o f  the fragility curve which dominates the structure's collapse risk. The (a) seismic 
hazard curve and (b) collapse fragility curve are discussed in further detail in the sections 
below.
1 Los Angeles, CA 
~  Memphis, TN
o.o 0.5 t.O 1.5 2.0
1.0
P(C I im) 0.5
0.00.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
x 10'
d (im)
0.0 0.5 1.0 1 .! 
IM = Sa(T=1.33s, 5%) [g]
2.0
Figure 10. Case studies on collapse risk assessm ent where (a) seismic hazard curves, (b) 
collapse fragility curve, and (c) Xc deaggregation curves [10]
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CHAPTER III
III. SEISMIC DESIGN OF A 20-STORY SMRF
3.1 Introduction
A numerical 20-story perimeter steel moment resisting frame (SMRF) structure located in 
Century City, CA (34.056°, -118.417°) is designed (Figure 11 and 12). This design was 
conducted by Josh Clayton, a graduate student at University o f  New Hampshire 
University, who was also involved with the project activities. The structure is an office 
building with the structural system chosen to be a SMRF because this lateral-load 
resisting system is common in seismic-prone areas. The structure is designed according 
to load and resistance design specification’s (LRFD) based on ASCE/SEI 7-10 [17], 
ANSI/AISC 360-10 [14], and ANSI/AISC 341-10 [15]. Modal response spectrum 
analysis was used for the design due to the prominent presence o f  higher modes in the 
dynamic response o f the structure. The lateral-load resisting system in both directions 
corresponds to a pair o f  SMRF with reduced beam sections (RBS). The N-S moment 
resisting frame was selected for the current study and is shown in Figure 13. Building 
plans for mid-rise structures located in Century City, CA were reviewed and used to 
generate a design consistent with current practice in the area. The same floor plan is used 
at all levels as portrayed in Figure 14.
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Figure 12. Century City, CA location [40]
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3.2 Dimensions and M aterial Properties
The first floor story height is 15' (180 in.) and the 2nd to 20th story heights are 13' (156 
in.). The total height o f the structure is 262 ft (3144 in.). There are 4 frame bays each 
with a width o f 30 ft (360 in.). The sections used in the design are displayed in Figure 15 
and 16 and shown in Table 1. The columns are considered fixed at the base. The columns 
are spliced above the 3rd, 5th, 7 th, 9 th, 11th, 13th, 15th, 17th, and 19 th floor. The splices in 
the building are 4' (48 in.) from the top o f  the girder, which is seen in Figure 17.
As seen in Table 1, all o f  the columns are designed as W36 sections. Typically W14 
sections are used for corner/exterior steel columns in SMRF because o f  their ability to 
stack one on top o f the other and their significant plastic rotation capacity. However, 
based on communication with engineers in the West Coast o f  the United States (e.g.,
John Hooper from Magnusson Klemencic Associates in Seattle, Washington), architects 
are trending toward using corner/exterior column sections consistent with the sizes used 
for interior columns. This implies using W36 sections in this case also. In addition, 
limited information is available on the plastic rotation capacity and seismic behavior to 
collapse o f W36 sections, which was another consideration for using this section in this 
design. A doctoral student at the University o f  New Hampshire, Shokoufeh Zargar, is 
conducting experimental tests that include hybrid simulation with this structure to better 
understand the behavior o f  W36 exterior columns. The building has a modulus o f  
elasticity o f  29,000 ksi and A992 steel with Ry= 1.1 is used. A summary o f  the building 
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R 20 W24X 94 W36X 231 W36X 231
20 19 W24X 103 W36X 231 W36X 231
19 18 W30X 148 W36X 231 W36X 231
18 17 W30X 148 W36X 231 W36X 231
17 16 W36X 182 W36X 231 W36X 247
16 15 W36X 182 W36X 231 W36X 247
15 14 W36X 194 W36X 262 W36X 302
14 13 W36X 194 W36X 262 W36X 302
13 12 W36X 232 W36X 302 W36X 330
12 11 W36X 232 W36X 302 W36X 330
11 10 W36X 256 W36X 361 W36X 395
10 9 W36X 256 W36X 361 W36X 395
9 8 W36X 256 W36X 395 W36X 395
8 7 W36X 256 W36X 395 W36X 395
7 6 W36X 262 W36X 487 W36X 441
6 5 W36X 262 W36X 487 W36X 441
5 4 W36X 282 W36X 529 W36X 487
4 3 W36X 282 W36X 529 W36X 487
3 2 W36X 282 W36X 652 W36X 487
2 1 W36X 282 W36X 652 W36X 487
Table 2. Summary o f  dimensions
Number o f  Stories 20
Number o f  Frame Bays 4
1st Floor Height1 15’ (180")
2nd-20th Story heights^ 13'(156")
Total Height 262' (3144")
Height o f Splice3 4' (48")
modulus o f elasticity, E 29,000 ksi
yield strength, Fv 50 ksi
1. base to the centerline o f  the beam girder
2. centerline to  centerline o f the beam girders
3. top o f  girder to the center o f  change in section
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3.3 Design Criteria and General Requirements
The design o f a building needs to satisfy strength and serviceability requirements; 
however, mid and high-rise steel moment frames are often controlled by stiffness (inter­
story drift ratio limit), and to a much lesser extent, by the column-beam strength ratio
controlling in the design o f  the 20-story SMRF and therefore will be the focus o f  this 
section.
3.3.1 Design Response Spectrum
The structure is classified as Category II; therefore, the seismic importance factor, Ie, is 
equal to 1.0. The building is assumed to be located on site classification D in Century 
City, CA. The risk-based maximum considered earthquake (M CEr) spectral response 
acceleration at short periods , Ss, and at 1 second period, S/, is assumed to be 2.22g and
0.82g which are determined through specified figures in ASCE 7-10 and confirmed using 
the USGS java application [41]. The design spectral response acceleration parameters S d s  
and Sdi are 1.48g and 0.82g. These are calculated based on the equation from ASCE 7-
("strong column-weak beam" criteria). O f the myriad design requirements these two were
10:[17]
2 (3. 3. 1)
2 (3. 3. 2)
Sdi — 3 ^  '
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where Fa and Fv are 1.0 and 1.5 which are defined in ASCE 7-10 tables 11.4-1 and 11.4- 
2. These values are then used to construct the design response spectrum shown below 
(Figure 18 and 19). Design spectral acceleration values corresponding to the modal 
periods o f  the structure are shown in Table 3.
According to ASCE-7, the design o f  the building should include accidental torsion 
effects. This was accounted for though the amplification o f  the design spectrum to 
account for 5% accidental torsion. The rigidities o f  each frame are assumed to be the 
same in each direction, and the maximum relative increase in shear resulting from the 5% 
torsion being applied in the E-W direction or N-S direction is taken as the amplification 
factor for the spectrum. This results in a 7% total demand amplification for the N-S frame 
and a 5% amplification in the E-W frame.
S d s
 & = -£L
§
<
s  S d i
Sa =
1.0
Period. T  (sec)
FIGURE 11.4-1 Design Response Spectrum.
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Figure 19. Design spectra for 20-story SMRF
Table 3. Initial period and resulting design spectral acceleration






3.3.2 Interstorv Drift Ratio
The interstory drift ratio (IDR) is the measure o f  how much a particular story deforms, as 
seen in Figure 20. ASCE 7-10, Section 12.9.4.2 Scaling o f  Drifts is a new provision not 
in ASCE 7-05 nor the 2007 California Building Code, CBC. This new provision was 
implemented in the design o f the 20-story SMRF. The new provision states that [17]:
Where the combined response for the modal base shear (V ,)  is less 
than 0.85 Cs W  , and where Cs is determined in accordance with 
Eq. 12.8-6, drifts shall be multiplied by 0.85
This procedure requires the increase in drifts by multiplying by a factor o f  0.85
vc
where W  is the effective seismic weight and Cs is the seismic response coefficient.
This torsion amplification factor was added to the seismic response coefficient. The value 
o f the response modification coefficient, R, for special steel special moment frames was 
considered as 8 and the deflection amplification, Cj, as 5.5 from ASCE 7-10 Table 12.2-
1. The design story drift shall not exceed the allowable story drift, in this case 0.02. The 
IDR values and plot are shown in Figure 21 and Table 4.
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Figure 21. Interstory drift ratio
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Factor Drift (in) IDR IDR < .02 
allowable
R R-20 1.8 1. 1E-02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
20 20-19 1.8 1.2E-02 1.7 3.1 2.0E-02 ok
19 19-18 1.8 1.2E-02 1.7 3.1 2.0E-02 ok
18 18-17 1.8 1. 1E -02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
17 17-16 1.7 1. 1E -02 1.7 2.9 1.9E-02 ok
16 16-15 1.8 1.1E-02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
15 15-14 1.8 1.2E-02 1.7 3.1 2.0E-02 ok
14 14-13 1.8 1. 1E-02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
13 13-12 1.7 1. 1E-02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
12 12-11 1.7 1. 1E-02 1.7 2.9 1.9E-02 ok
11 11-10 1.7 1.1E-02 1.7 2.9 1.8E-02 ok
10 10-9 1.7 1.1E-02 1.7 2.9 1.9E-02 ok
9 9-8 1.8 1.1E-02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
8 8-7 1.8 1.1E-02 1.7 3.0 2.0E-02 ok
7 7-6 1.8 1.1E-02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
6 6-5 1.7 1.1E-02 1.7 3.0 1.9E-02 ok
5 5-4 1.7 1.1E-02 1.7 2.9 1.8E-02 ok
4 4-3 1.7 1. 1E-02 1.7 2.8 1.8E-02 ok
3 3-2 1.5 1.0E-02 1.7 2.6 1.7E-02 ok
2 2-1 1.1 6.0E-03 1.7 1.8 1.0E-02 ok
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3.3.3 P-Delta Effects
P-A effects included in the design were checked by ASCE 7-10, Section 12.8.7, which 
states that [17]:
P-delta effects on story shears and moments, the resulting member 
forces and moments, and the story drifts induced by these effects 
are not required to be considered where the stability coefficient (0) 
as determined by the following equation is equal to or less than 0 .10.
Px Ap Ie
0  "  Vx hsxCd (3. 3. 3)
In the numerator o f  the equation, Px is the total vertical design load, A p is the design story 
drift, and Ie is the importance factor. In the denominator, Vx is the seismic shear force, 
hsx is the story height, and Cd is the deflection amplification factor. The stability 
coefficient equation is visually explained in a portal frame example shown in Figure 22 
where V'x is the equivalent P-A shear force. The stability coefficient for the 20-story 
SMRF is less than or equal to 0.10, as seen from Table 5, therefore P-A effects included 
in the analysis were satisfactory and no additional displacement amplification factor was 
required. The modal analysis approach utilized in this design included P-A effects 






Figure 22. P-A effect



























The strong-column weak-beam (SC/WB) concept is a global frame concern where in 
meeting the SC/WB requirements the columns should be strong enough to force yielding 
in the beams at multiple levels o f  the frame before yielding occurs in the columns. The 
intent is to prevent column failure before beam failure because column failure could 
produce an unfavorable story wide mechanism, as seen in Figure 23 (a). The collapse 
mechanism, caused by plastic hinges in the columns, is portrayed by the grey circles in 
the Figure. Nonlinear response history analyses have shown that points o f  inflection in 
columns shift and the distribution o f  moments varies from the idealized condition based 
on elastic analysis giving no assurance that even after compliance individual columns 
may yield. However, the yielding o f  the beams rather than the columns will predominate 
and the desired inelastic performance will be achieved in frames with members sized to 
meet the requirement, as seen in Figure 23 (b) [42] [43] [44].
Weak Story
Cb)
Figure 23. SC/WB (a) weak story failure, (b) desired inelastic performance
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In order to satisfy the strong column-weak beam requirement, AISC 341-10 (2010) states 
that the required compressive strength o f  the column include the amplified seismic axial 
load that takes into account the effect o f  the overstrength factor specified through ASCE 
7-10 which determines the amplified seismic load. This is a requirement that was not 
present in AISC341-05 (2005). In this previous version o f the provisions, the required 
column strength was based on the seismic axial load without the presence o f  an 
overstrength factor. The goal o f the updated provision is to decrease the probability o f 
producing an undesirable mode o f  failure like a story mechanism failure [6] by 
accounting for a more realistic estimate o f  the reduce bending moment capacity o f  the 
column due to the presence o f an upper-bound for the expected level o f  axial load. The 
strong column-weak beam criterion is based on the following equation [42]:
£ A T p c
W  > 1 0  ( 3 ' 3- 4)
£  M* pc  is the sum o f the column moments above and below the joint at the intersection 
o f the column and beam centerlines. M 'p c  is calculated by summing the projections o f  
the nominal flexural strengths o f  the column above and below the joint to the beam 
centerline with a reduction to account for the axial force in the column. The final column 
sizes are then checked for axial forces due to over strength, Q  [6]. £  M* pb  is the sum o f 
the moments at expected flexural strength o f  the beams at the plastic hinge locations to 
the column centerline. Member sizes o f  the 20-story structure are shown in Table 6 and 
Table 7.
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Table 6. SC/WB interior connections







20 R W24X94 26.456 W36X231 94,935 3.59 ok
19 20 W24X103 28,710 W36X231 92,091 3.21 ok
18 19 W30X148 52,633 W36X231 89,083 1.69 ok
17 18 W30X148 52,613 W36X231 85,839 1.63 ok
16 17 W36X182 76,233 W36X247 89,094 1.17 ok
15 16 W36X182 76,222 W36X247 85,522 1.12 ok
14 15 W36X194 81,560 W36X302 106,568 1.31 ok
13 14 W36X194 81,553 W36X302 102,787 1.26 ok
12 13 W36X232 98,075 W36X330 111,708 1.14 ok
11 12 W36X232 98,075 W36X330 107,793 1.10 ok
10 11 W36X256 109,362 W36X395 133,322 1.22 ok
9 10 W36X256 109,362 W36X395 129,289 1.18 ok
8 9 W36X256 109,362 W36X395 125,452 1.15 ok
7 8 W36X256 109,362 W36X395 121,846 1.11 ok
6 7 W36X262 114,005 W36X441 138,598 1.22 ok
5 6 W36X262 114,005 W36X441 135,326 1.19 ok
4 5 W36X282 122,783 W36X487 153,355 1.25 ok
3 4 W36X282 122,783 W36X487 150,275 1.22 ok
2 3 W36X282 122,783 W36X487 147,449 1.20 ok
1 2 W36X282 122,783 W36X487 144,832 1.18 ok
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Table 7. SC/WB Exterior Connections








20 R W24X94 13,228 W 36X231 94,879 7.17 ok
19 20 W24X103 14,355 W 36X 231 91,453 6.37 ok
18 19 W30X148 26,317 W36X231 86,547 3.29 ok
17 18 W30X148 26,306 W36X231 80,688 3.07 ok
16 17 W36X182 38,091 W36X231 74,330 1.95 ok
15 16 W36X182 38,085 W36X231 67,181 1.76 ok
14 15 W36X194 40,725 W36X262 73,171 1.80 ok
13 14 W36X194 40,722 W36X262 65,406 1.61 ok
12 13 W36X232 48,972 W36X302 74,604 1.52 ok
11 12 W36X232 48,972 W36X302 65,672 1.34 ok
10 11 W36X256 54,608 W36X361 82,269 1.51 ok
9 10 W36X256 54,608 W36X361 72,171 1.32 ok
8 9 W36X256 54,681 W36X395 76,933 1.41 ok
7 8 W36X256 54,681 W36X395 65,887 1.20 ok
6 7 W3 6X262 57,079 W36X487 95,107 1.67 ok
5 6 W3 6X262 57,079 W36X487 83,012 1.45 ok
4 5 W36X282 61,495 W36X529 90,019 1.46 ok
3 4 W36X282 61,495 W36X529 77,629 1.26 ok
2 3 W36X282 61,764 W36X652 121,117 1.96 ok
1/G 2 W36X282 61,764 W36X652 108,852 1.76 ok
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3.4 Reduced Beam Section Connection Design (RBSt
Reduced Beam Section (RBS) connections are used in the design o f  the building. The 
RBS relies on the selective removal o f  the beam flange material adjacent to the beam to 
column connection and can be viewed in Figure 24. The connection is designed in 
accordance to FEMA-350 [45] and STEEL TIPS design o f  RBS [46]. The RBS in the 
cross-sectional area will reduce the moment capacity at a discrete location in the beam. 
The connection forces the occurrence o f  yielding and hinge formation to the reduced 
section and limits the moment that can be developed at the face o f  the column. Therefore, 
the likelihood o f  developing fracture in vulnerable regions is mitigated by decreasing the 
demands on the beam flange groove welds. Even though the reduced section weakens the 
beam, its impact on the overall lateral strength and stiffness o f  a SMRF is generally quite 
small [46]. Failure modes can include lateral tensional buckling and excessive local 
buckling, as seen in Figure 25. Flowever, this decrease in strength and stiffness is 
expensive to repair after an earthquake' [43].
The range o f a and b values based on beam flange width, bf, and depth, d, o f  each 
member are a = (. 5 to .75) * b f  and b =  (65  to  .85) * d where a and b are rounded up 
from the minimum value o f  the equation range to the nearest quarter to create the 
minimum distance from the face o f  the column to the RBS cut. The RBS connection 
distances are shown below in Figure 24 and the calculated values in Table 8 .
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Figure 4 .3  
Typical Moment Frame Beam with  
RBS Connections
Figure 24. Reduced beam section (RBS) [26]
Figure 25. Typical local buckling o f  beam flanges and web in zone o f plastic hinging [43]
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Table 8. Minimum distance from column face to RBS
Floor Beam a (in) b (in) I  =  ^ c (in)
R W24X94 4.8 16.0 12.8 2.0
20 W24X103 4.8 16.0 12.8 2.0
18, 19 W30X148 5.5 20.0 15.5 2.3
16, 17 W36X182 6.3 24.0 18.3 2.8
14, 15 W36X194 6.3 24.5 18.5 2.8
12, 13 W36X232 6.3 24.5 18.5 2.8
8 - 11 W3 6X256 6.3 24.5 18.5 2.8
6 ,7 W3 6X262 8.5 24.5 20.8 3.8
2 - 5 W36X282 8.5 24.5 20.8 3.8
3.5 Panel Zones
The panel zone is the joint region where beams and columns intersect. In the panel zone a 
complex state o f  stress and strain is caused through the transfer o f  moments between 
beams and columns in the connection area. In the column portion o f  the connection, high 
normal stresses are produced in the flanges and high shear stresses are generated in the 
panel zone. [22] The forces acting at the panel zone are illustrated in Figure 26 [22].
Panel zones are designed based on A1SC provisions [14] [42]. The panel zone required 
shear strength was calculated through the equation:
AM
V u = - ^ ~ V col (3 .5 .1 )
Where AM  is the net moment transferred to the connection ( AM  =  | Mb, l \  +  | M b ,r  | ) 
as seen in Figure 26, Vcoi is the average o f  the shears in the column above and below the 
connection, and db is the depth o f  beam. The panel zone shear capacity was calculated 
using the following equation:
3 bc t h
H, =  .55 Fyc dc t  [1 +  (3 .5 . 2)
where bc is the width o f the column flange, tcf  is the thickness o f  the column flange, and 
dc is the depth o f  the column, t is the thickness o f  the web including any doubler plates 
and Fyc is the yield strength o f  the material.
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Figure 26. Panel zone demands [22]
AISC provisions use a factor o f  0.6 instead o f  the 0.55 used here. The 0.55 is 
implemented based on the study by Gupta and Krawinkler [22] where the lower value is 
used for the capacity estimation since they found the demand o f the panel zone slightly 
underestimated [22]. When the shear capacity is less than the shear strength (Vn <  Vu ) a 
doubler plate is required to be applied directly to the column web. Doubler plates were 
implemented in the design o f the 20-story SMRF in order to conform with the minimum 
panel zone shear strength code requirement. Table 9 and Table 10 display the 20-story 
panel zone capacity and the required doubler plates.
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(kips) V n >  Vu 1 (in)
New Vn 
(kips) V n >  Vu
R W24X94 W36X231 591 852 ok 0.00 852 ok
20 W24X103 W36X231 749 851 ok 0.00 851 ok
19 W30X148 W36X231 1051 833 DP 0.25 1084 ok
18 W30X148 W36X231 1051 833 DP 0.25 1084 ok
17 W36X182 W36X247 1229 876 DP 0.38 1254 ok
16 W36X182 W36X247 1229 876 DP 0.38 1254 ok
15 W36X194 W36X302 1303 1076 DP 0.25 1332 ok
14 W36X194 W36X302 1303 1076 DP 0.25 1332 ok
13 W36X232 W36X330 1533 1184 DP 0.38 1573 ok
12 W36X232 W36X330 1533 1184 DP 0.38 1573 ok
11 W36X256 W36X395 1687 1468 DP 0.25 1732 ok
10 W36X256 W36X395 1687 1468 DP 0.25 1732 ok
9 W36X256 W36X395 1687 1468 DP 0.25 1732 ok
8 W36X256 W36X395 1687 1468 DP 0.25 1732 ok
7 W36X262 W36X441 1786 1681 DP 0.25 1949 ok
6 W36X262 W36X441 1786 1681 DP 0.25 1949 ok
5 W36X282 W36X487 1907 1894 DP 0.25 2164 ok
4 W36X282 W36X487 1907 1894 DP 0.25 2164 ok
3 W36X282 W36X487 1907 1894 DP 0.25 2164 ok
2 W36X282 W36X487 1954 1894 DP 0.25 2164 ok
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(kips) V n >  Vu
R W24X94 W36X231 296 852 ok
20 W24X103 W36X231 374 851 ok
19 W30X148 W36X231 526 833 ok
18 W30X148 W36X231 526 833 ok
17 W36X182 W36X231 615 822 ok
16 W36X182 W36X231 615 822 ok
15 W36X194 W36X262 652 930 ok
14 W36X194 W36X262 652 930 ok
13 W36X232 W36X302 767 1074 ok
12 W36X232 W36X302 767 1074 ok
11 W36X256 W36X361 844 1319 ok
10 W36X256 W36X361 844 1319 ok
9 W36X256 W36X395 843 1468 ok
8 W36X256 W36X395 843 1468 ok
7 W36X262 W36X487 893 1896 ok
6 W36X262 W36X487 893 1896 ok
5 W36X282 W36X529 953 2086 ok
4 W36X282 W36X529 953 2086 ok
3 W36X282 W36X652 952 2717 ok
2 W36X282 W36X652 976 2717 ok
3.6 Composite Floor Beam Design
The floor beams and slab are designed as a fully composite floor system. The deck was 
designed based on AISC 2005 provisions [47] for flexure, gravity, and shear. The deck 
dimensions are shown in Figure 27. From the 3" VLI deck design, a W18 X 40 was 
selected with 21 3/4" diameter shear studs for the exterior beams and a W21 X 55 was 
chosen with 14 3/4" diameter shear studs for the interior beam. The dead load from the 
design per floor per frame is 48 psf. This design o f  the composite floor beam was 
conducted by a graduate student at Stanford University, Nathan Canney, who was also 
involved with the project activities.
Figure 27. Composite deck design dimensions not to scale
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3.7 Design Loading
The typical floor live loads are shown in Figure 28 with a 50 psf office live load, 15 psf 
partition live load, and a 20 psf roof live load. The corridor, library/file rooms, restroom 
are considered with a 100 psf live load. The live loads are applied to girders as distributed 
loads based on their tributary area. The tributary weights o f floor beams are applied to 
girders as point loads.
Typical Office Live Load M ap
Approximate Elevator 
and Stair Openings
50 psf Office -s- 100 p sf Corridor, Library/File Rooms,
15 psf Partition Restroom
Figure 28. Live load plan
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3.7.1 Gravity Loading
A load combination o f  1.0D + 0 . 2 S d sD  + 0.5L is used from the seismic design provisions 
in ASCE 7-10 [17] for the P-A loads on the leaning column. Where 1.0D  is chosen due to 
ASCE 7-10 section 12.8.7 stating no individual load factor need exceed 1.0 for P-A 
effects. The live load factor is permitted to be reduced to 0.5 for occupancies in which L 
is less than or equal to 100 psf from section 14.4.2.3. The design spectral response 
acceleration parameter, S d s , is 1.48g. Due to the use o f  a two-dimensional frame model, 
half o f  the structure is considered when estimating P-A loads. The P-A load on the 
leaning column at each story is calculated as the total load o f  half o f  the structure minus 
the tributary gravity load allocated to the moment-resisting frame at that level. The P-A 
loads are shown in Table 11 where the dead load does not include the weight from the 
SMRF because SAP2000 [48], which is used to conduct the modal response spectrum 
analysis for design, includes self-weight automatically. Table 12 shows the factored 
gravity loads for 1.0D + 0 . 2 S d sD  + 0.5L. The table consists o f  the loads accounting for 
the distributed and point loads on the SMRF itself. The difference between the total dead 
and live loads are accounted for by the loads that are applied to the leaning column for P- 
A effects.
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Table 11. P-A loads





















Table 12. Gravity loads on frame
Gravity Load on Frame: 1 .OD + 0 .2 S d sD  + 0.5L
Floor Ext. Point Loads Int. Column Po int Distributed Load
(kips) Load (kips) (kip/in) on beam
R 29.4 37.3 1.10
20 28.6 36.2 1.07
19 28.2 35.7 1.05
18 28.0 35.5 1.05
17 27.8 35.4 1.04
16 27.7 35.4 1.04
15 27.6 35.4 • 1.03
14 27.6 35.4 1.03
13 27.6 35.4 1.03
12 27.6 35.4 1.03
11 27.6 35.4 1.03
10 27.6 35.4 1.03
9 27.6 35.4 1.03
8 27.6 35.4 1.03
7 27.6 35.4 1.03
6 27.6 35.4 1.03
5 27.6 35.4 1.03
4 27.6 35.4 1.03
3 27.6 35.4 1.03
2 27.6 35.4 1.03
3.7.2 Seismically Effective Weight
The seismically effective weight is calculated on a per floor per frame basis. It includes 
the total distributed floor load (including slab, deck, MEP, and a 10 psf partition load), as 
well as the cladding loads, interior column weights, and weights o f  the final gravity 
system design for beams. The weight o f  two times the SMRF is added to the sum o f  each 
floor. Even though the frames in the N-S and E-W are different, the weight difference 
between the frames is minimal, thus it is assumed each frame has the same weight. The 
seismically effective weight for design is summarized in Table 13. The masses shown in 
this table do not include the mass from the SMRF, due to SAP2000 [48], including them 
automatically.
Table 13. Seismically effective weight
























3.7.3 Lateral Load for Pushover Analysis
Although the structure was designed using the modal response spectrum analysis 
approach, nonlinear static analyses were conducted using the load pattern from the 
equivalent lateral force procedure o f ASCE 7-10. The lateral seismic force, Fx, induced at 
any level is determined by the following equation below with the results in Table 14.
Fx = C v x - V  (3.7.1)
Cvx is the vertical distribution factor and V is the base shear. The members preliminary 
sized through this procedure where then modified through the modal response spectrum 
analysis results. Also, ASCE 7-10 requires a minimum modal base shear o f  85% o f  the 
base shear determined using the equivalent lateral force procedure [43].
Table 14. Lateral load for pushover analysis
Floor Height (inches) r'-vx Fx (kips) Shear (kips)
R 3144 1.3E-01 88.0 88.0
20 2988 1.2E-01 83.0 170.9
19 2832 1. 1E-01 75.3 246.2
18 2676 1.0E-01 67.3 313.5
17 2520 8.9E-02 60.2 373.8
16 2364 7.9E-02 53.1 426.8
15 2208 6.9E-02 46.7 473.5
14 2052 6.0E-02 40.4 513.8
13 1896 5.2E-02 34.9 548.7
12 1740 4.4E-02 29.4 578.1
11 1584 3.7E-02 24.7 602.8
10 1428 3.0E-02 20.1 622.9
9 1272 2.4E-02 16.0 638.8
8 1116 1.8E-02 12.3 651.1
7 960 1.4E-02 9.2 660.3
6 804 1.0E-02 6.5 666.7
5 648 6.0E-03 4.2 671.0
4 492 4.0E-03 2.4 673.4
3 336 2.0E-03 1.2 674.6
2 180 0.0E+00 0.3 674.9
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CHAPTER IV
IV. OPENSEES MODEL OF THE 20-STORY SMRF 
4.1 Introduction
The 20- story SMRF structure was modeled using the Open System for Earthquake 
Engineering Simulation platform, OpenSees 2.4.0 [18]. OpenSees has advanced 
capabilities for modeling and analyzing the nonlinear response o f  systems including the 
availability o f  the Modified Ibarra Medina Krawinkler (IMK) deterioration model which 
is the deterioration model used in this study and discussed further in this chapter. The N- 
S frame was chosen for the 20-story, 4-bay, 2 dimensional model.
A modulus o f  elasticity o f  29,000 ksi and a Fy o f 55 ksi were used. Beams and columns 
were modeled as elastic elements. These elements were connected by rotational springs 
that represent the building's nonlinear behavior with a concentrated plasticity approach. 
The bi-linear spring hysteretic response was based on the Modified IMK deterioration 
model. For beams, nonlinear springs were added at the location o f  the reduced beam 
sections (RBS). The panel zones are modeled with eight elastic link elements and one 
rotational spring to represent shear distortions in the panel zone. A pinned leaning 
column with gravity loads is linked with rigid beams to simulate P-A effects. A schematic 
o f  the frame is shown in Figure 29.This chapter will go into a detailed description o f  the
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model, including these aspects, and the results obtained from the modal analysis 
preformed. Appendix A lists the files needed to analyze this structure.
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Figure 29. Schematic with labels for section o f  the 20-story frame
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4.2 Building Geometry and Node Numbering
The frame is fixed at the base and has a total height o f  3144 inches. The dimensions 






360 in 3 6 0 in 360 in 360 in 3 6 0 in
Figure 30. 20-story N-S frame dimensions
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The floor height is modeled from the bottom to the centerline o f  the 2nd floor level and 
from centerline to centerline in all other stories as seen in Figure 31. The splices are 
modeled on floors: 3, 5 , 1 , 9 ,  11, 13, 15, 17, and 19 . The splices are 48 inches from the 
top o f  girder to the center o f  change in the section. There are a total o f  932 nodes in the 









o Integer showing location relative beam column jo int
lOxyo Column Elements
20xyo Beam Elements
ab Center line Joint Direction: 12 (left) 34(right) 56(below) 78(above)
3xyab Column Springs
3xyab Beam Springs
xyO 1 ,xy02 plastic hinge location in beam left o f  joint
xy03,xy04 plastic hinge location in beam right o f joint
xy05,xy06 plastic hinge location in column below joint
xy07,xy08 plastic hinge location in column above joint
xy09 splice on floors 3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19
Figure 32. Key o f  element and node numbers labels
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A layout key o f  node numbering for the N-S frame is displayed in Figure 33 for Figures 
34-39. Figure 32 explains the elements and node numbers for the following figures.
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Figure 33. N-S frame node numbering layout key for Figure 34-39.
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Figure 34. N-S frame node numbers layout key: A3
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Figure 38. N-S frame node numbers layout key: A1
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Figure 39. N-S frame node numbers layout key: B1
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4.3 Rayleigh Damping
An analytical modeling approach based on studies by Zareian and Medina [49] and 
Zareian and Krawinkler [4] for implementing Rayleigh-type damping in structures is 
used. Structural damping refers to energy dissipation present in a structure because o f 
non-yielding related structural responses to dynamic excitation. This approach eliminates 
the presence o f  unrealistic damping forces that results in underestimation o f  response 
peak displacement demands, overestimation o f  response peak strength demands, and 
underestimation o f the structure's potential collapse. The approach proposed in these 
studies avoids these issues by modeling an equivalent element combination o f  one elastic 
element with stiffness-proportional damping, and either one or two nonlinear springs at 
the end o f the member with no stiffness proportional damping. The assembly is created as 
a function o f  n which is the ratio o f  the rotational spring stiffness over the rotational 
elastic beam stiffness. In this study, the elastic beam elements spanning from center to 
center o f the RBS are modeled with an assemblage consisting o f  a moment o f  inertia 
obtained from equation 4.3.2, stiffness coefficients from equations 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, and 
two end spring located at the center o f the RBS section with a stiffness obtained from 
equation (4.3.1) [49] [4],
(4.3.1)
n  + 1
(4.3.2)/
n
r 6 ( 1 +  n ) 
44 2 +  3n
(4.3.3)
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The column elastic elements without a splice, spanning the clear length between stories 
(distance from top o f  the girder to the bottom o f the following story girder), are modeled 
with the same approach. However, the columns w ith a splice are modeled with one end 
spring located at the end o f  the panel zone with a stiffness obtained from equation 4.3.1. 
The element's moment o f inertia is obtained from equation 4.3.2, stiffness coefficients 
from equations 4.3.5- 4.3.7. The results are shown in Tables 15-18.
Table 15. Rotational spring stiffness o f  beam sections
Floor BeamSection
length from center 
o f  RBS to center 












R W24X94 298.0 298.0 2215 2436 14224266 14224266
20 W24X103 298.0 298.0 2452 2697 15748254 15748254
19 W30X148 292.5 292.5 4365 4802 28563555 28563555
18 W30X148 292.5 292.5 4365 4802 28563555 28563555
17 W36X182 286.8 286.9 9190 10109 61328396 61307020
16 W36X182 286.8 286.9 9190 10109 61328396 61307020
15 W36X194 285.7 285.9 9818 10800 65774340 65728328
14 W36X194 285.7 285.9 9818 10800 65774340 65728328
13 W36X232 285.3 285.5 12109 13320 81235753 81178845
12 W36X232 285.3 285.5 12109 13320 81235753 81178845
11 W36X256 284.6 284.8 13589 14948 91387487 91323310
10 W36X256 284.6 284.8 13589 14948 91387487 91323310
9 W36X256 284.6 284.6 13589 14948 91387487 91387487
8 W36X256 284.6 284.6 13589 14948 91387487 91387487
7 W36X262 279.6 279.2 14604 16064 99971268 100132425
6 W36X262 279.6 279.2 14604 16064 99971268 100132425
5 W36X282 279.2 279.0 15992 17591 109628784 109727035
4 W36X282 279.2 279.0 15992 17591 109628784 109727035
3 W36X282 279.2 278.3 15992 17591 109628784 109983314
2 W36X282 279.2 278.3 15992 17591 109628784 109983314
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Table 16. Rotational spring stiffness o f  exterior columns
Story ExteriorColumns: L (in) I (in4) Ie (in4) Ks (kip/in)
20 W36X231 131.6 15600 17160 226887537
19 W36X231 128.4 15600 17160 232542056
18 W36X231 125.3 15600 17160 238295291
17 W36X231 122.5 15600 17160 243742041
16 W36X231 119.7 15600 17160 249443609
15 W36X231 71.6 15600 17160 417016760W36X262 48.0 17900 19690 713762500
14 W36X262 119.5 17900 19690 286699582
13 W36X262 71.2 17900 19690 481188202W36X302 48.0 21100 23210 841362500
12 W36X302 118.9 21100 23210 339658537
11 W36X302 70.8 21100 23210 570818375
W36X361 48.0 25700 28270 1024787500
10 W36X361 118.6 25700 28270 414753794
9 W36X361 70.6 25700 28270 696739377W36X395 48.0 28500 31350 1136437500
8 W36X395 118.6 28500 31350 459940978
7 W36X395 70.9 28500 31350 769922371W36X487 48.0 36000 39600 1435500000
6 W36X487 119.1 36000 39600 578539043
5 W36X487 71.0 36000 39600 970478873W36X529 48.0 39600 43560 1579050000
4 W36X529 118.9 39600 43560 637463415
3 W36X529 70.9 39600 43560 1069032440W36X652 48.0 50600 55660 2017675000
2 W36X652 118.9 50600 55660 814536585
1 W36X652 161.5 50600 55660 599866212
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Table 17. Rotational spring stiffness o f  interior columns
Story InteriorColumns: L (in) I (in4) Ie (in4) Ks (kip/in)
20 W36X231 132 15600 17160 226887538
19 W36X231 128 15600 17160 232542056
18 W36X231 125 15600 17160 238295291
17 W36X231 75
15600 17160 400783893
W36X247 48 16700 18370 665912500
16 W36X247 120 16700 18370 267032581
15 W36X247 72
16700 18370 446421788
W36X302 48 21100 23210 841362500
14 W36X302 120 21100 23210 337953138
13 W36X302 71
21100 23210 567210674
W36X330 48 23300 25630 929087500
12 W36X330 119 23300 25630 375073171
11 W36X330 71
23300 25630 630334982
W36X395 48 28500 31350 1136437500
10 W36X395 119 28500 31350 459940978
9 W36X395 119 28500 31350 459940978
8 W36X395 119 28500 31350 459940978
7 W36X395 71
28500 31350 769922371
W36X441 48 32100 35310 1279987500
6 W36X441 119 32100 35310 515863980
5 W36X441
71 32100 35310 865343662
W36X487 48 36000 39600 1435500000
4 W36X487 119 36000 39600 579512195
3 W36X487 119 36000 39600 579512195
2 W36X487 119 36000 39600 579512195
1 W36X487 162 36000 39600 426782286
Table 18. Elastic stiffness coefficient in elastic elements
Stiffness Modifier Elastic Element with 2-end Springs
Elastic Element 
with 1-end Springs
X44 (For Rotation) 2.06 1.94
K n  (For Translation) 3.94 3.87
Kt l  (For Translation) 3.94 3.70
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The 20-story building model uses Rayleigh damping which formulates the damping 
matrix as a linear combination o f  the mass matrix and stiffness matrix through the 
equation below [49]:
[C]= a[M]  +  f3mod[K]
(4.3.8)
where a is the mass proportional damping coefficient and p mod is the modified stiffness 
proportional damping coefficient which equates the damping work done by the elastic 
beam o f the modified element plus the damping work done by the rotational springs to 
the model. A damping ratio o f 5%  is assigned to the 1st and 5th mode, which gives the 
cumulative modal mass o f  95% o f the total mass o f  the structure. Stiffness proportional 
damping is applied only to the elastic frame elements and not the rigid panel zone 
elements, links, and leaning column.
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4.4 Deterioration Modeling
Modeling monotonic and cyclic deterioration is a critical component o f  seismic collapse 
prediction as discussed in Chapter 2. Reliable collapse assessment requires analytical 
models that can capture component deterioration in strength and stiffness. As discussed 
before, the modified IMK model is used herein for this purpose. Figure 40 shows the 












Figure 40 Modified IMK deterioration model with monotonic curve and cyclic
deterioration [34]
The cyclic response in grey portrays that strength and stiffness deteriorate with amplitude 
and the number o f cycles. Rotational springs using the IMK model are incorporated into 














Figure 41. Analytical model o f  20-story N-S frame schematic with labels
In order to calibrate and validate a deterioration model, such as the IMK, a large set o f 
experimental data is required. A study by Lignos and Krawinkler [29] created a steel 
database o f over 300 specimens whose experimental responses are used to validate and 
improve the IMK model for collapse assessment. Statistical evaluations conducted by 
Lignos and Krawinkler with this data set were used to develop empirical equations that 
predict the various deterioration modeling parameters: plastic rotational capacity, 9P, post 
capping rotational capacity, 9pc, and cyclic deterioration parameter, A, o f  steel W 
sections with and without RBS. The backbone curve is represented in Figure 40 is shown 
in the moment-rotation domain. In Figure 42 it is seen the backbone curve can be divided 
into elastic, post-yielding pre-capping (9p), and post capping regions (9pc). The cyclic 
deterioration parameter is based on a reference energy dissipation capacity o f  the defined 














Figure 42. Monotonic backbone curve components [49]
These parameters are calculated for this model using the empirical equations from this 
study, i.e., 4.3.1-4.3.3 [29]. The equations displayed below are for RBS beams with 
section depths greater than 21".
/  h \ "  314 (  bf  V 1 / M -185 / Z a 113 ( c1 • d \~ -76 ( c 2 • Fy\ ~ '07 
9 p ~ 0 1 9 { t w)  ( 2 ^ )  ( r y )  id) ( 5 3 3 )  (  355 )  (4 '3’1)
» —.5 1 3  /  l. \  —*863 /  w \  —.1 0 8  /  9 r» \  —•0360
©  a  ^
* —1.1 4  /  l. \  —'632 / .  \  “*.205 /  2  I-* \  —*391
— o  &  a  (w)
The rotational springs using the modified IMK model on the columns were calculated by 
the modeling parameters in equations 4.3.4-4.3.6. These equations are for the category
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“other-than-RBS” column section depths greater than 2 1 The equations are shown 
below [29]:
where — is the fillet to fillet web depth over web thickness ratio o f  the W section and —
t w 2 t f
is the flange width to thickness ratio; — is the ratio between beam unbraced length Lb
ry
over radius o f gyration about the weak axis o f  the cross section; d  is the beam depth o f
the cross section and ^  is the shear span to depth ratio o f  the beam; Fy is the yield strength
o f the flange o f  the beam in ksi; c 1 and c 2 are coefficients for units conversion where 
c 1 is 25.4, c 2 is 6.895, and d  is in inches. The experimental data with the following range 
o f parameters are used in deriving equations 4.3.1-4.3.6 are displayed below:
 other-than-RBS__________________ RBS_____________
20 <  ( — )  <  55 20 <  f — )  <  55
\ t wJ \ t wJ
4 < (^ r~ )  < 8 4.5 <  ( ~ \  < 7.5
\2 .  J  \ 2 . t f
20 <  ( y j  <  80 20 <  ( ^ j  < 65
4 in < (d ) < 3 6  in  21 in < (d )  <  36 in
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2.5 < @  < 7 2.3 <  ( | )  < 6.3
35k s i < (Fy) <  6 5 k s i  38 k s i <  (Fy) <  63 k s i
The results for the 20-story SMRF are shown in Tables 19-21. The W sections in the 
following tables whose geometric or material properties are outside the range o f  
properties on which the predictive equations are based are highlighted in bold.
Table 19. Calculated deterioration modeling parameters for beams
Beams:
© ( © ©
d
(in) ©
: 0P 0 p c A
Exterior W24X94 41.9 5.18 10.48 24.3 13.31 0.039 0.257 1.762
Interior W24X94 41.9 5.18 10.48 24.3 13.31 0.039 0.257 1.762
Exterior W24X103 39.3 4.59 10.43 24.5 13.20 0.040 0.295 2.048
Interior W24X103 39.3 4.59 10.43 24.5 13.20 0.040 0.295 2.048
Exterior W30X148 41.6 4.44 11.18 30.7 10.54 0.032 0.292 1.932
Interior W30X148 41.6 4.44 11.18 30.7 10.54 0.032 0.292 1.932
Exterior W36X182 44.8 5.12 11.86 36.3 8.91 0.026 0.247 1.603
Interior W36X182 44.8 5.12 11.86 36.3 8.91 0.026 0.247 1.603
Exterior W36X194 42.4 4.81 12.01 36.5 8.85 0.026 0.268 1.771
Interior W36X194 42.4 4.81 12.01 36.5 8.84 0.026 0.268 1.771
Exterior W36X232 37.3 3.86 11.74 37.1 8.69 0.028 0.347 2.367
Interior W36X232 37.3 3.86 11.74 37.1 8.69 0.028 0.347 2.367
Exterior W36X256 33.8 3.53 11.60 37.4 8.60 0.029 0.395 2.809
Interior W36X256 33.8 3.53 11.60 37.4 8.60 0.029 0.395 2.809
Exterior W36X262 38.2 5.75 8.78 36.9 8.69 0.028 0.251 1.901
Interior W36X262 38.2 5.75 8.78 36.9 8.70 0.028 0.251 1.901
Exterior W36X282 36.2 5.29 8.68 37.1 8.62 0.029 0.277 2.135
Interior W36X282 36.2 5.29 8.68 37.1 8.64 0.029 0.277 2.135
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Table 20. Calculated deterioration modeling parameters for exterior columns
Exterior




W36X231 20 42.2 6.54 35.47 36.5 3.61 0.018 0.122 1.10W36X231
W36X231 19 42.2 6.54 34.61 36.5 3.52 0.018 0.122 1.11W36X231
W36X231 18 42.2 6.54 33.77 36.5 3.43 0.018 0.123 1.11W36X231
W36X231 17 42.2 6.54 33.02 36.5 3.36 0.018 0.123 1.12W36X231
W36X231 16 42.2 6.54 32.26 36.5 3.28 0.018 0.123 1.12W36X231
W36X231 15 42.2 6.54 19.30 36.5 1.96 0.017 0.130 1.20W36X262 38.2 5.75 12.77 36.9 1.30 0.019 0.159 1.53
W36X262 14 38.2 5.75 31.78 36.9 3.24 0.020 0.143 1.36W36X262
W36X262 13 38.2 5.75 18.94 36.9 1.93 0.019 0.152 1.45W36X302 33.9 4.96 12.57 37.3 1.29 0.021 0.189 1.93
W36X302 12 33.9 4.96 31.13 37.3 3.19 0.022 0.171 1.71W36X302
W36X302 11 33.9 4.96 18.52 37.3 1.90 0.021 0.182 1.83W36X361 28.6 4.16 12.47 38 1.26 0.024 0.238 2.62
W36X361 10 28.6 4.16 30.81 38 3.12 0.026 0.215 2.33W36X361
W36X361 9 28.6 4.16 18.34 38 1.86 0.025 0.228 2.49W36X395 26.3 3.83 12.37 38.4 1.25 0.026 0.265 3.04
W36X395 8 26.3 3.83 30.57 38.4 3.09 0.028 0.240 2.71W36X395 26.3 3.83 30.57 38.4 3.09 0.028 0.240 2.71
W36X395 7 26.3 3.83 18.26 38.4 1.85 0.027 0.254 2.89W36X487 21.4 3.19 12.12 39.8 1.21 0.030 0.341 4.36
W36X487 6 21.4 3.19 30.08 39.8 2.99 0.032 0.309 3.87
W36X487 6 21.4 3.19 30.08 39.8 2.99 0.032 0.309 3.87
W36X487 5 21.4 3.19 17.93 39.8 1.78 0.031 0.327 4.14W36X529 19.9 2.96 12.00 39.8 1.21 0.033 0.376 4.97
W36X529 4 19.9 2.96 29.73 39.8 2.99 0.035 0.341 4.42W36X529
W36X529 3 19.9 2.96 17.73 39.8 1.78 0.033 0.360 4.73W36X652 16.3 2.48 11.71 41.1 1.17 0.038 0.360 7.04
W36X652 2 16.3 2.48 29.00 41.1 2.89 0.040 0.435 6.26W36X652
W36X652 16.3 2.48 39.38 41.1 3.93 0.041 0.421 6.01W36X652 1
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Table 21. Calculated deterioration modeling parameters for interior columns
Interior
Columns: Story: © ( ! ) ©
d
(in) § 0 P 9pc A
W36X231 20 42.2 6.54 35.47 36.5 3.61 0.018 0.122 1.10
W36X231 19 42.2 6.54 34.61 36.5 3.52 0.018 0.122 1.11
W36X231 18 42.2 6.54 33.77 36.5 3.43 0.018 0.123 1.11
W36X231
1 7
42.2 6.54 20.08 36.5 2.04 0.017 0.130 1.19
W36X247 I / 40.1 6.11 12.83 36.7 1.31 0.018 0.148 1.39
W36X247 16 40.1 6.11 32.01 36.7 3.26 0.019 0.133 1.24
W36X247 I < 40.1 6.11 19.14 36.7 1.95 0.018 0.141 1.32
W36X302 1 J 33.9 4.96 12.57 37.3 1.29 0.021 0.189 1.93
W36X302 14 33.9 4.96 31.28 37.3 3.20 0.022 0.171 1.71
W36X302 33.9 4.96 18.64 37.3 1.91 0.021 0.181 1.83
W36X330 I j 31.4 4.49 12.53 37.7 1.27 0.022 0.213 2.24
W36X330 12 31.4 4.49 31.04 37.7 3.15 0.024 0.193 1.99
W36X330 1 1 31.4 4.49 18.47 37.7 1.88 0.023 0.204 2.13
W36X395 I 1 26.3 3.83 12.37 38.4 1.25 0.026 0.265 3.04
W36X395 10 26.3 3.83 30.57 38.4 3.09 0.028 0.240 2.71
W36X395 9 26.3 3.83 30.57 38.4 3.09 0.028 0.240 2.71
W36X395 8 26.3 3.83 30.57 38.4 3.09 0.028 0.240 2.71
W36X395 7 26.3 3.83 18.26 38.4 1.85 0.027 0.254 2.89
W36X441 / 23.6 3.48 12.24 38.9 1.23 0.028 0.303 3.67
W36X441 6 23.6 3.48 30.38 38.9 3.06 0.030 0.274 3.26
W36X441 23.6 3.48 18.11 38.9 1.83 0.029 0.290 3.49
W36X487 D 21.4 3.19 12.12 39.9 1.20 0.030 0.341 4.36
W36X487 4 21.4 3.19 30.03 39.9 2.98 0.032 0.308 3.87
W36X487 3 21.4 3.19 30.03 39.9 2.98 0.032 0.308 3.87
W36X487 2 21.4 3.19 30.03 39.9 2.98 0.032 0.308 3.87
W36X487 1 21.4 3.19 40.77 39.9 4.05 0.033 0.298 3.72
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4.5 Reduction in Column Rotational Spring Capacity
A study by Newell and Uang (2008) showed that heavy W14 sections have a large plastic 
rotation capacity and that reduced bending strength in the presence o f  an axial load is 
well represented by the column P -M  interaction equations (AISC/ANSI 360-05) [14]. 
However, experimental data on the plastic hinging in deep columns with high axial loads 
is rare. Until more tests on columns become available, the equations from Lignos and 
Krawinkler [29] [6] constitute important resources for modeling deep column sections.
To account for axial force on column bending strength, the moments in the columns 
springs were reduced in accordance to FEMA P695 [50] [51]. This document 
recommends to account for the effect o f  axial force on column bending at representative 
axial force level taken as:
Pgrav  0 . 5 ^E.max (4.5.1)
where Pgrav was the factored gravity axial load (1.05D+0.25L) plus 0.5 PEmax , half o f  
the maximum axial load experienced by the column due to the application o f  the lateral 
loads during a nonlinear static (pushover) analysis.
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4.6 Reduced Beams Section (RBS)
A plastic hinge is modeled by a rotational spring in the center o f  the RBS as seen by 
Figure 43. The hinge is modeled a minimum distance from the face o f  the column to the 
RBS cut by a length o f  a +b/2 with the values shown in Table 22. An analytical model 
schematic o f the hinge is shown in Figure 44. The reduced moment o f  Inertia, Iavg, and 
reduced plastic section modulus, Zrbs, is included in the model. These values can be seen 
in Table 22 and Table 23. Iavg was calculated by the equation 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 with N  
being number o f  discretized sections:
la va  =  £ ( /  -  4 ±  -y ■ t ? + y  ■t f  g  -  ^ ) 2 ] ) / a / (4. 6.1)
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Figure 44. I avg  and Z rbS for RBS








R W24X94 4.75 16.0 2700 2215
20 W24X103 4.75 16.0 3000 2452
18, 19 W30X148 5.50 20.0 6680 5481
16, 17 W36X182 6.25 24.0 11300 9190
14, 15 W36X194 6.25 24.5 12100 9818
12, 13 W36X232 6.25 24.5 15000 12109
8-11 W36X256 6.25 24.5 16800 13589
6 ,7 W36X262 8.50 24.5 17900 14604
2 - 5 W36X282 8.50 24.5 19600 15992





Z (in3) Z rbs (in3)
Moment 
(k in)
R W24X94 2.0 11.7 254 172 9460
20 W24X103 2.0 11.8 280 188 10340
18, 19 W30X148 2.3 14.8 500 343 18865
16, 17 W36X182 2.8 17.6 718 490 26950
14, 15 W36X194 2.8 17.6 767 523 28765
12, 13 W36X232 2.8 17.8 936 629 34595
8-11 W36X256 2.8 17.8 1040 701 38555
6 ,7 W36X262 3.8 17.7 1100 717 39435
2 - 5 W36X282 3.8 17.8 1190 772 42460
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4.7 Panel Zones
The panel zone deforms mainly in shear due to the contrasting moments in the beams and 
columns. The panel zone is modeled based on Gupta and Krawinkler (1999) [22]. In the 
model, the panel zone is the rectangular area o f the column between the connecting beam 
flange. It is modeled with eight rigid link elements. A trilinear rotational spring is 
modeled in the top right comer to capture shear deformation and pins where the 
translational degrees o f  freedom are restrained in the remaining three comers. A trilinear 
spring is calculated based on the following equation from Gupta and Krawinkler [22]:
KPz = d b(0 .9 5 d ct pG) (4.7.1)
where G is the shear modulus o f  the column material, d c is the depth o f  the column, bc is
the width o f  the column flange, tp is the thickness o f  the web including any doubler
plates, and t Cf  is the thickness o f the column flange. The rotational spring stiffness’s are 
presented in Tables 24 and 25. The node convention is the following is defined below and 
a panel zone node number are shown in Figure 45 where x stands for the floor number 
and y the column the panel zone is located.
x y  111 (500xyT)*(50Qxy2)“
xvl2  ! xy07 xy!3 | xy l4
( 5 0 0 x y 8 )  ( 5 0 0 x y 3 )
xy20«j *xyl5
( 5 0 0 x y 7 )  ( 5 0 0 x y 4 )
x y lS I  x y ! 6
x y  1 9 * ^ “ ( 5 0 0 x y 6 h * ' ( 5 0 0 x y 5 ) ♦ x y  1 7  
x y 0 6
Figure 45. Panel zone schematic
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Table 24. Exterior panel zone rotational spring stiffness
Beam Column Story dc be tp tc f G (ksi) K (k in )
W24X94 W36X231 21 36.5 16.0 0.76 1.3 11154 7142677
W24X103 W36X231 20 36.5 16.0 0.76 1.3 11154 7201464
W36X148 W36X231 19 36.5 20.0 0.76 1.3 11154 9023875
W36X148 W36X231 18 36.5 20.0 0.76 1.3 11154 9023875
W36X182 W36X231 17 36.5 24.0 0.76 1.3 11154 10669924
W36X182 W36X231 16 36.5 24.0 0.76 1.3 11154 10669924
W36X194 W36X262 15 36.9 24.5 0.84 1.4 11154 11988001
W36X194 W36X262 14 36.9 24.5 0.84 1.4 11154 11988001
W36X232 W36X302 13 37.3 24.5 0.945 1.7 11154 13856795
W36X232 W36X302 12 37.3 24.5 0.945 1.7 11154 13856795
W36X256 W36X361 11 38.0 24.5 1.12 2.0 11154 16866364
W36X256 W36X361 10 38.0 24.5 1.12 2.0 11154 16866364
W36X256 W36X395 9 38.4 24.5 1.22 2.2 11154 18565682
W36X256 W36X395 8 38.4 24.5 1.22 2.2 11154 18565682
W36X262 W36X487 7 39.3 24.5 1.5 2.7 11154 23049337
W36X262 W36X487 6 39.3 24.5 1.5 2.7 11154 23049337
W36X282 W36X529 5 39.8 24.5 1.61 2.9 11154 25190171
W36X282 W36X529 4 39.8 24.5 1.61 2.9 11154 25190171
W36X282 W36X652 3 41.1 24.5 1.97 3.5 11154 31829529
W36X282 W36X652 2 41.1 24.5 1.97 3.5 11154 31829529
Table 25. Interior panel zone rotational spring stiffness
Beam Column Story dc be tp tc f G (ksi) K (k- in)
W24X94 W36X231 21 36.5 16.0 0.76 1.3 11154 7142677
W24X103 W36X231 20 36.5 16.0 0.76 1.3 11154 7201464
W36X148 W 36X231 19 36.5 20.0 1.01 1.3 11154 11992255
W36X148 W36X231 18 36.5 20.0 1.01 1.3 11154 11992255
W36X182 W36X247 17 36.7 24.0 1.18 1.4 11154 16586655
W36X182 W36X247 16 36.7 24.0 1.18 1.4 11154 16586655
W36X194 W36X302 15 37.3 24.5 1.20 1.7 11154 17239230
W36X194 W36X302 14 37.3 24.5 1.20 1.7 11154 17239230
W36X232 W36X330 13 37.7 24.5 1.40 1.9 11154 20674629
W36X232 W36X330 12 37.7 24.5 1.40 1.9 11154 20674629
W36X256 W36X395 11 38.4 24.5 1.47 2.2 11154 22370125
W36X256 W36X395 10 38.4 24.5 1.47 2.2 11154 22370125
W36X256 W36X395 9 38.4 24.5 1.47 2.2 11154 22370125
W36X256 W36X395 8 38.4 24.5 1.47 2.2 11154 22370125
W36X262 W36X441 7 38.9 24.5 1.61 2.4 11154 24487819
W36X262 W36X441 6 38.9 24.5 1.61 2.4 11154 24487819
W36X282 W36X487 5 39.3 24.5 1.75 2.7 11154 27036643
W36X282 W36X487 4 39.3 24.5 1.75 2.7 11154 27036643
W36X282 W36X487 3 39.3 24.5 1.75 2.7 11154 27036643
W36X282 W36X487 2 39.3 24.5 1.75 2.7 11154 27036643
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4.8 Leaning Column
The leaning column is pinned at the base and connected to the frame by axially rigid link 
elements. Two- dimensional analytical models take into account only perimeter frames 
and ignore the interior frames. However, the P-A effects caused by the vertical loads 
tributary to the interior frames cannot be ignored, thus are modeled through a leaning 
column [22], The leaning column is modeled with elastic column elements. It is modeled 
with a very small moment o f inertia with respect to the frame in order to have negligible 
effect on the lateral stiffness o f  the structure. A very large area o f  50,000 in2 in respect to 
the frame is given to the column and the links to create axially rigid elements. Figure 46 
below portrays a P-A effect on a 20-story building.
P P P P P
Figure 46. P-A effect
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4.9 Loading
The 20-story SMRF is designed for vertical and lateral loads on only the perimeter 
frames with interior frames designed for only vertical loading. Given that loads cannot be 
applied at the center o f  the beam column joint, gravity loads are applied at the panel zone 
top node where it meets the column (xy07). Lateral loads are applied at the centerline o f  
the floor level at the right o f the panel zone.
4.9.1 Gravity Loading
Gravity loads are estimated based on the load combination from FEMA P695 [50] 
specifically for nonlinear analysis procedures. According to FEMA P695, modeling 
parameters should represent median values o f  the structure and its components, thus 
gravity loads for analysis are different from design, and are given by the load 
combination 1.05 D+0.25 L where D  is the dead load o f  the structure and L is the live 
load. The same floor live loads are used in the analysis as the design. The live loads are 
applied to girders as distributed loads based on their tributary area. Girder self-weights 
are modeled as distributed loads also. The tributary weights o f floor beams are applied to 
girders as point loads. Column self-weights are distributed linearly over the length o f the 
columns. Figure 47 portrays the point loads and distributed loading on the frame. Table 
26 contains the calculations for the point loads on exterior and interior columns, as well 
as the distributed loads applied to girders. The same load combination o f  1.05 D+0.25 L 
was used to calculate the P-A loads. The gravity loading is applied as point loads to the 
leaning column to simulate P-A effects. Table 27 contains the calculated P-A point loads.
Exterior Exterior





Figure 47. Gravity loading on frame
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Table 26. Gravity Loads on Frame
Gravity Load on Frame: 1.05 D + 0.25 L
Floor Ext. Point Loads (kips)




R 15.6 26.7 9.0E-02
20 23.5 30.7 1.9E-01
19 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
18 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
17 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
16 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
15 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
14 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
13 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
12 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
11 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
10 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
9 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
8 23.5 30.7 2.0E-01
7 23.5 30.7 2.1E-01
6 23.5 30.7 2.1E-01
5 23.5 30.7 2.1E-01
4 23.5 30.7 2.1E-01
3 23.5 30.7 2.1E-01
2 23.5 30.7 2.1E-01
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Table 27. P-A loading





















4.9.2 Seism icallv Effective Weight
The effective seismic weight is calculated on each floor as from half o f  the stories above 
and below. The seismic weight is calculated with dead loads from the beams and girders, 
columns, cladding, slab, metal deck, and partition load. The mass is modeled as point 
loads and applied on the center right side o f  each panel zone. The mass is distributed one 
part o f the total on the exterior columns and two parts o f  the total mass on each o f  interior 
columns in order to account for the contribution o f  both slabs on the middle columns. The 
lateral load for the push over analysis was applied as the lateral seismic force, Cvx V , in 
accordance to ASCE 7-10 vertical distribution o f  seismic forces specification. The 
calculations are shown in Table 28.











R 3144 825 2.13 1.2E-01 72.3 72.3
20 2988 993 2.57 1.3E-01 78.6 151.0
19 2832 1006 2.60 1.1E-01 71.6 222.5
18 2676 1005 2.60 1.0E-01 63.9 286.4
17 2520 1015 2.63 9.1E-02 57.2 343.6
16 2364 1016 2.63 8.0E-02 50.4 394.0
15 2208 1025 2.65 7.0E-02 44.3 438.3
14 2052 1026 2.66 6.1E-02 38.3 476.7
13 1896 1039 2.69 5.3E-02 33.1 509.8
12 1740 1040 2.69 4.4E-02 27.9 537.7
11 1584 1052 2.72 3.7E-02 23.4 561.2
10 1428 1054 2.73 3.0E-02 19.1 580.2
9 1272 1062 2.75 2.4E-02 15.2 595.5
8 1116 1063 2.75 1.9E-02 11.8 607.2
7 960 1072 2.77 1.4E-02 8.8 616.0
6 804 1073 2.78 1.0E-02 6.2 622.1
5 648 1083 2.80 6.0E-03 4.0 626.2
4 492 1085 2.81 4.0E-03 2.3 628.5
3 336 1089 2.82 2.0E-03 1.1 629.6
2 180 1103 2.85 1.0E-03 0.3 629.9
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4.10 M odal Analysis
An eigenvalue analysis was performed to determine the modal periods and the mode 
shapes o f the structure. [52] The fundamental period o f  the structure is 2.96 seconds with 
the next four modal periods also shown in Figure 48. The mode shapes are shown in 
Figures 49-53, which show the mode o f  vibration for the first five modes.
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Figure 49. Mode shape 1, T l=2.96 sec
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M ode Shape 3
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M ode Shape 5
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Figure 53. Mode Shape 5, T5=0.31 sec
CHAPTER V
V. SEISMIC COLLAPSE ASSESSM ENT
5.1 Static Pushover Analyses
The pushover analysis is an evaluation method in which force and deformation demands 
are estimated from a nonlinear analysis. This analysis provides information regarding the 
inelastic behavior o f  the building and potential collapse mechanisms. As stated in FEMA 
P695 [51], a pushover analysis is a reasonable approach for first mode dominated 
structures but is not representative o f  the dynamic response o f  structures in which higher 
modes dominant. For tall SMRFs, pushover analyses serve to provide a qualitative 
representation o f  response but they should not be used to draw quantitative conclusions 
on seismic demands.
In this study, a lateral load pattern corresponding to the fundamental mode shape is 
applied and the structure is pushed under these loads to 25% o f the building height based 
on ASCE 7-10. Figure 54 shows the normalized base shear (base shear divided by the 
structure's seismic weight) versus roof drift ratio (roof displacement divided by the total 
height) o f  the structure's response. A small strength plateau is shown after yield followed 
by a steep negative slope that is a result o f the P-A effect. Global yielding occurs at a roof 
drift ratio o f  approximately 0.7%. The structure P-A effects are found to have a 













Figure 54. Global Pushover
Figure 55 portrays the influence o f  P-A on the static response o f the frame by evaluating 
pushover curves with and without P-A. The comparison o f  the pushover curve with and 
without P-A shows that considering P-A a negative post-yield stiffness is attained, with 
the beginning o f  the negative slope providing an indication o f  the drift ratio at which 
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Figure 55. Global P-A and Linear Pushover
From the pushover plot, the maximum normalized shear, ( V / W ) max, is obtained and 
divided by the normalized design shear force, ( V /fV J  design, to obtain the overstrength 
factor, Q .  As seen from Figure 56, ( V / W ) max is 0.13 and ( V / W ) d eSign. is 0.03 giving an 
overstrength factor o f  4.3 which is greater than the design overstrength factor o f  3. This 
structure's overstrength can be explained through the use o f  updated provisions in ASCE 
7-10 [17] and A1SC341-10 [15]. The strength o fth e  building increased through stronger 
member sizes needed to meet the SC/WB criteria and stiffer members to adhere to the 
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Figure 56. Pushover curve for N-S SMRF Overstrength
Figure 57 compares the drift ratio with and without the updated factor and portrays the 
resulting drift ratio increase. Deformation profiles during the pushover analysis are 
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Figure 59. Pushover profile key
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5.2 Ground Motion Selection 1: Seismic-Hazard Deaggregation
A seismic collapse assessment is conducted to quantify and understand the collapse 
potential o f  the 20-story building. This is accomplished through the calculation o f the 
mean annual frequency o f collapse, which is then used to estimate the probability o f  
collapse in 50 years. The mean annual frequency o f  collapse is estimated based on the 
convolution o f  a site-specific ground motion hazard curve and a collapse fragility from 
nonlinear response history analysis. Evaluating the probability o f  collapse is 
computationally intensive since the number o f  ground motions selected need to be 
sufficiently large to provide reliable statistical results. Thus, two different ground motion 
selection processes are used in this study.
The first one is selected from a site-specific probabilistic seismic hazard deaggregation o f  
Century City, CA (34.056°, 118.417°) . It was performed by the U.S. Geological Survey 
Earthquake Hazards Program [53] with site classification D and a period o f  3 seconds.
The deaggregation portrays the relative contribution o f  ground motions for different 
magnitude-distance combinations to the total seismic hazard at the site. It is seen through 
the probabilistic seismic hazard deaggregation that there is not a controlling earthquake 
magnitude-distance bin; however, there is a controlling range, as seen in Figure 60. The 
ground motion selection is based on all o f  ground motions records, excluding dam 
abutments, with a magnitude range from 6.5 to 8, a closest distance to the fault rupture 
zone o f  up to 15 km, and site class D soil. The ground motion set consists o f  104
100
acceleration records. Further information on these records can been seen in the tables 
provided in Appendix B.
PSH Deas&rcgattoa on NEHRP D soil 
Century City. C 118.41 W .  i4.0S6N ,
SA penodToO « c . A w t l ^ J K I  g
Aaa Eateesfene* Rat* .4 CM&0 J. Meaa Ream* Tatar jM J4  yrs 
SJ km.?. 10, t o:
Modal »  1.4 tan. 7.SS, O.J5 (fe rn  peak R M  twt>
Modal (RM «*) •  2.4 kj:i 038, t to 2 samia t'fesa peak R.Mi- tea) 
BsKmgi Delta Rs>tt>. lata. «JdaM®0.2. Dei tar* I .0
Figure 60. USGS deaggregation o f  Century City, CA for soil D and T l=  3 seconds [37]
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5.2.1 Incremental Dynamic Analysis
As discussed in chapter 2, incremental dynamic analysis is a widely used procedure that 
has been implemented in this study. The 5%-damped spectral acceleration at the 
fundamental period, Sa ’, for each ground motion record is scaled to match the target 
value Sa  used to conduct a nonlinear time history analysis for a point in the incremental 
dynamic analysis curve. This approach is implemented until the structure reaches 
collapse, i.e., a small increase in ground motion intensity results in a disproportionately 
large increase in deformation demands. The IDA o f the 104 records is shown in Figure 61 
in which the deformation parameter o f  interest is the maximum story drift ratio over the 
height o f  the frame.
In order to illustrate some o f the most salient properties o f incremental dynamic analysis 
curves, a ground motion record from the 1994 Northridge earthquake taken from the 
Canoga Park, CA station is used as an example. The response spectrum o f ground 
motion 119 is shown in Figure 62. From the response spectrum, an Sa' o f 0.1 g, 
corresponding to the building period o f  2.96 seconds, is obtained. The O.lg Sa' is then 
scaled to match the first target value, 0.5g Sa, as seen in Figure 63, and a nonlinear 
response history analysis is conducted. The result o f  one nonlinear time-history analysis 
(i.e., maximum story drift ratio along the height) plotted vs. ground motion intensity 
produces one point on the IDA curve. A nonlinear time history analysis is then conducted 
14 more times until ground motion 119 reaches collapse. Collapse in the IDA is detected 
when excessive drifts occur under small increases in ground motion intensity. Roof drift
102
ratio response histories are shown in Figure 64 and Figure 65 for ground motion 119 
implemented scaled to Sa values o f  0.15g and 0.7g (point 4 and 15 o f  the IDA). Figure 64 
shows the global roof displacement o f the structure oscillating back and forth to zero 
displacement. Figure 65 shows the displacement not recovering which confirms and 
provides an understanding o f the inability o f  the structure to remain stable and the 
collapse capacity point o f the IDA. Figure 66 portrays these time histories corresponding 
to the pushover curve where is can be seen that collapse is most likely to occur past a 
0.02 normalized roof drift ratio. The IDA process was then repeated for each o f  the 104 
acceleration records. Figure 67 shows ground motion 119 highlighted in the IDA study.
One Hundred and Four IDA Curves
T 1=2.96s 20-Story SMRF Structure
Maximum inter-story drift ratio, 0max 
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Figure 62. Northridge 1994 record response spectrum 
Ground Motion 119 IDA Curves 
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Figure 63. Northridge 1994 record IDA curve
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Figure 64. Acceleration time history o f  Northridge 1994 record at an Sa o f  0.15g










Figure 65. Acceleration time history o f  Northridge 1994 record at an Sa o f 0.7g
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Figure 66. Pushover curve and time histories
One Hundred and Four IDA Curves 
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Figure 67. Northridge 1994 record portrayed in the IDA study for 104 records
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5.2.2 Collapse Fragility Curve
The lognormal distribution of collapse capacities based on the IDA curves is shown in 
Figure 68. The 20-story SMRF has a median collapse capacity Sa  o f  0.70 g with a 
logarithmic standard deviation, /?/?, o f  0.40. Aleatory uncertainty, variability o f  natural 
happenings, due to record- to-record variability is only taken into account in this 
dispersion. The is consistent with a value obtained from a study by Eads et al. [10] 
where a 4-story SMRF located in Los Angeles, CA had a logarithmic standard deviation 
of 0.4. The collapse fragility curve o f  the 20-story SMRF is shown in Figure 69. The 
collapse fragility curve was then plotted again in Figure 70 to account for aleatory and 
epistemic uncertainty. A logarithmic standard deviation, /?»,of 0.25 was chosen in 
accordance to FEMA-351 [54] for high rise SMRF structures to account for the epistemic 
uncertainly. The resulting composite standard deviation, p, taking into account aleatory 
and epistemic uncertainty was 0.47.
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One Hundred and Four IDA Curves











Maximum inter-story drift ratio. &max
Figure 68. Lognormal distribution from the collapse intensities o f  104 IDA Curves
Collapse Fragility Curve 
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Figure 70. Collapse fragility curves o f  104 ground motion record taking into account 
aleatory uncertainty and aleatory and epistemic uncertainity
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5.3 Ground Motion Selection 2: Predetermined M agnitude-Distance Range
The second ground motion selection approach did not incorporate a seismic-hazard 
deaggregation but was solely based on selecting ground motions from a predetermined 
magnitude-distance range. The selection includes all o f  ground motions records, 
excluding dam abutments, with a magnitude range from 6.5 to 8, a closest distance to the 
fault rupture area o f  up to 30 km, and site class D soil (183m/s-365 m/s). The ground 
motion set consists o f  224 acceleration records. All o f the records from the first ground 
motion selection approach are included. Further information the ground motions records 
can be seen in the tables provided in Appendix B.
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5.3.1 Incremental Dynamic Analysis
Incremental dynamic analysis (IDA) was preformed to systematically process the effects 
o f increasing earthquake ground motion intensity on the structures' response up to 
collapse. This procedure was conducted for the ground motion set o f  224 acceleration 
records to obtain a collapse fragility curve that is needed to compute the probability o f 
collapse. The IDAs o f the 224 records is shown in Figure 71, which are used to assess the 
response o f structure to the scaled ground motions levels and maximum story drift ratio.
Two Hundred and Twenty Four IDA Curves
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Figure 71. IDA for 224 records on a T l=  2.96s, 20-story SMRF
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5.3.2 Collapse Fragility Curve
The lognormal distribution o f the IDA curves is shown in Figure 72. Collapse capacities 
were used to generate the collapse fragility curve seen in Figure 73. The 20-story SMRF 
has a median collapse capacity Sa o f  0.65 g and a logarithmic standard deviation, [1r o f 
0.40, which takes into account only aleatory uncertainty. The is consistent with the one 
obtained using seismic-hazard deaggregation and the study conducted by Eads et al [10]. 
The collapse fragility curve was then re-plotted in Figure 74 to account for aleatory and 
epistemic uncertainty. A logarithmic standard deviation, pa  o f  0.25 was chosen in 
accordance to FEMA-351 [54] for high rise SMRF structures resulting in a composite ft 
o f 0.47.
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Figure 74. Collapse fragility curves o f  224 records aleatory uncertainty & aleatory and
epistemic uncertainty
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5.4 20-Storv IDA Evaluation and Dynamic Behavior
A evaluation o f  the IDA for 104 ground motion records vs. the IDA for 224 ground 
motion records is shown in Figure 75. When comparing the IDA curves for data sets with 
and without deaggregation, more IDA curves were added in the upper region when 
seismic-hazard deaggregation was not used. This is reasonable because these IDAs are 
not the controlling hazards at the site because they take a higher Sa to collapse the 
structure. Whereas, the IDA curves are the bottom o f the plot are the controlling ones, 
which the deaggregation captured. The deaggregation selected ground motions 15 km or 
less from the site as opposed to ground motions from a distance range from 0 to 30 km. 
Therefore, the ground motions closest to the site should control the hazard.
One Hundred and Four IDA Curas 
71**2.9fo 20-Storv SMfcF Structure
Two Hundred and Tw»iy Four IDA Curas 
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Figure 75. IDA Comparison o f  104 records vs. 224 records
The 20-story structure produces very different IDA curve responses as a function o f  the 
ground motion record o f  interest. A study by Vamvatsikos and Cornell [23] explains 
some o f the general properties when looking at an IDA curve. Figure 76 portrays the
varied exhibited responses from their study o f  a 5-story steel braced frame subjected to 4 
different ground motion records. Figure 76 (a) sharply sharpens to collapse, Figure 76 (b) 
portrays some hardening while Figure 76 (c) and Figure 76 (d) show weaving behavior o f  
softening and hardening. The weaving behavior is most likely due to the maximum inter­
story drift ratio o f  varied floor levels producing the maximum drift ratio, whereas the 
softening case has a controlling floor level producing the maximum drift ratio until 
collapse.
(a) A softening c a se  (b ) A bit of hardening
oi
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Maximum interstorey drift ratio, 9max
Figure 76. IDA curves o f  a T 1 = 1.8, 5-story steel braced frame subjected to 4 different
ground motion records [34]
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In Figure 77 four ground motions were selected from this study that exhibit similar 
behavior to investigate. Figure 78 shows the maximum story number that produced the 
greatest drift ratio at each scaled Sa for the four ground motions selected.
(c) A softening case (b) Abit of hardening
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Figure 78. Story number with maximum drift ratio from four different records
Figure 77 (a) is a ground motion record from Northridge, CA 1994 recorded at Cedar Hill 
A station (ID 152). The record illustrates a certain level o f  softening case collapsing the 
building at 0.35g. In Figure 78 (a) the 19th story is seen to control at the beginning; 
however, as soon as the 2nd and 1st story produce a large drift ratio the building quickly 
collapses. A ground motion record from Duzce, Turkey 1999 recorded at Bolu station (ID 
215) is plotted in Figure 77 (b). In this figure a degree o f  hardening is shown, and as seen 
in Figure 78 (b), the upper stories o f  the building control at the beginning until the 
maximum drift ratio migrates to the 2nd and 1st stories followed by the collapse o f  the 
structure. Severe hardening is shown in Figure 77 (c), which is o f  a ground motion record
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from Northridge, CA 1994 recorded at Santa Monica City Hall (ID 152). In Figure 78 (c) 
the 3rd and 4th story control until pushed to collapse. Lastly, a ground motion from 
Superstition Hills, CA 1987 recorded at parachute test site (ID 68) was chosen and can be 
seen in Figure 77 (d). The ground motion portrays weaving behavior and, as seen in 
Figure 78 (d), maximum drift ratio vary from story 15 to 19, then story 4, followed by the 
2nd story and ending at the 1st story. This varied story levels causes the weaving behavior 
shown in IDA. As shown by these four examples, as a ground motion record is scaled up 
weak cycles at the beginning o f  the response time history strengthen which inflicts 
yielding damage that alters the structure’s nonlinear dynamic response for the following 
stronger cycles. A strong ground motion can lead to early yielding in one story that acts 
as fuse to relieve another story [23]. This could be the case at the end o f  IDA in Figure 77 
(c) and throughout the IDA in Figure 77 (c).
As seen by the varied behavior o f  the structure by each induced ground motion, multiple 
records are needed to develop IDAs and account for record-to-record variability. The four 
different cases shown here reinforce the notion that an IDA is strongly dependent on a 
chosen record, thus sufficient records need to be chosen, as done in this study.
To examine the behavior o f the building further, the story number producing the 
maximum interstory drift ratio along the height at each scaled dynamic analysis until 
collapse is plotted for the 224 records and seen in Figure 79. The average o f  the 
maximum stories at each Sa increment is then plotted in Figure 80. A correlation between 
the scaled increase o f  Sa and decrease in the maximum average story drift ratio is seen. 
For relatively small Sa values, maximum drift ratio occur on the upper stories then as the
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ground motion record is scaled, the maximum drift ratio migrates toward the 2nd, 3rd and 
4th stories until collapse.
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Figure 80. Average story number associated with maximum drift ratio (224 records)
A plot o f  the most common maximum story drift ratio for a given Sa  is shown in Figure 
81. As Sa is scaled from 0.5 to 0.3 g the top two stories control, and then from 0.35 to 1.8 
g the 1st and 2nd story produces the greatest drift ratio. This plot shows, that on average, it 
is the first two building stories that become unstable at higher intensities o f Sa. A final 
plot o f the percentage o f  records per story collapse is shown in Figure 82. This plot is o f  
only the collapse Sa values and shows the first story has a 56.3% o f  collapse and the 
second story a 34.4% o f collapse. Thus, collapse usually occurs in the lower stories o f  the 
structure, which is consistent with previous research conducted by Ibarra and Krawinkler 
[11] for relatively tall steel frames.
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Figure 82. Percentage o f  records per story collapse
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5.5 Mean Annual Frequency o f Collapse
The mean annual frequency o f collapse, Ac,is estimated through the computed collapse 
fragility curve combined with the site-specific ground motion hazard curve. The process
can be represented through the summation shown in the equation 5.5.1.
00
Xc =  P{C ollapse\Sa{) ■ S lope o f  H a za rd  C urve a t S a t ■ A Sat (5. 5. 1)
i = l
Where P(Collapse|Saj) is the probability the structure will collapse given Sa( obtained 
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Figure 83. Mean annual frequency o f  collapse process
The ground motion hazard curve was obtained from the USGS hazard curve web 
application which provides access to hazard curves generated for the 2008 National 
Seismic Hazard Mapping Project (NSHMP) [53]. The ground motion hazard curve was
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selected at Century City, CA's coordinates o f  34.056°, -118.417° for soil type D and a 
period o f 3.0 seconds. The hazard curve can be seen in Figure 84, which gives the mean 
annual frequency o f  exceeding a particular spectral acceleration for the damping ratio o f  
5% and period o f  3 seconds. In order to compute Xc, the hazard curve data provided from 
the USGS was used along with the collapse fragility curve to evaluate equation 5.5.1 
numerically. In Figure 85 the hazard curve data is linearly interpolated to a ASa o f 0.1 g, 
while Figure 86 portrays the fitted data along with the original data from the USGS 
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Figure 85. Century City hazard curve linearly interpolated at Asa= 0 .0 lg
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Hazard Curve




Figure 86. Century City, CA USGS data and interpolated data fit
t
The mean annual frequencies o f collapse are computed through numerical integration 
taking into account aleatory uncertainty, as well as the combined aleatory and epistemic 
uncertainty o f  both ground motion data sets, as shown in Table 29 and Table 30. These 
values are consistent with values obtained by Haselton and Deierlein [13] who estimated 
fa, ranges from 0.7X 10"4 to 7 .0  xlO^ collapses/year for modern reinforced concrete 
moment-frame buildings.
The Xc values estimated from intensive numerical integration were then compared with 
the closed-form solution developed by Cornell [38] [37]. The slope needed in order to
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compute the equation is calculated based off two USGS hazard points around the median 
collapse Sa  with a value o f  1.2. The logarithmic standard deviation, /?«, is calculated as
0.40. The closed-form solution is then calculated including epistemic uncertainty. A fiy  o f
0.25 was chosen in accordance to FEMA-351 [38] for high-rise SMRF structures. The 
mean annual frequencies o f  collapse computed taking into consideration aleatory, as well 
as the combined aleatory and epistemic uncertainty o f  both ground motion selection 
approaches are
Table 29. Mean annual frequency o f  collapse for ground motion selection 1











Aleatory Uncertainty Only 1.61 x 10^ 1.03 x W 4
Aleatory & Epistemic 
Uncertainty 2.18 x 10"* 1.08 x IQ-4
Table 30. Mean annual frequency o f collapse for ground motion selection 2










Aleatory Uncertainty Only 1.79 x 10-4 1.03 x 10-4
Aleatory & Epistemic 
Uncertainty 2.41 x 10"* 1.08 x 10"4
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5.6 Probability o f Collapse Results
The mean annual frequency o f  collapse, Ac, is then used to calculate the probability o f  
collapse (equation 2. 2. 5). The Ac values are relatively small resulting in a probability o f  
collapse, P[C], approximately equal to Ac multiplied by 50 years. The computed 
probabilities o f  collapse are shown in Table 31 and Table 32.
Table 31. Probability o f  collapse in 50 years for ground motion selection 1











Aleatory Uncertainty Only 0.80 % 0.51 %
Aleatory & Epistemic 
Uncertainty 1.09% 0.54 %
Table 32. Probability o f  collapse in 50 years for ground motion selection 2










Aleatory Uncertainty Only 0.89% 0.51 %
Aleatory & Epistemic 
Uncertainty 1.20% 0.55 %
These values are obtained based on an assumed lognormal data fit for the fragility curve. 
In order to verify the accuracy o f  the fit and verify the lognormal assumption, the fragility 
curve for both ground motions selections were recalculated without assuming
lognormality. The fragility curves were plotted based on how many o f the total collapse 
Sa are less than or equal to a selected variable Sa  and shown in Figure 87 and Figure 88. 
The comparison o f  results in Table 34 for ground motion selection 2 provides results 
within a 1.7% difference, confirming the accuracy o f  the lognormal fit. For the ground 
motion set based on seismic deaggregation, the results are also reasonable, although not 
as close o f a fit, with a difference o f  6.9%  as seen in Figure 87 and Table 33.
Collapse Fragility Curves 
224 Ground Motion Records
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Figure 87. Collapse fragility curve lognormal fit validation for 224 ground motions
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Collapse Fragility Curve
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Figure 88. Collapse fragility curve lognormal fit validation fo rl04  ground motions
Table 33. Collapse results for ground motion selection 1
P[C]














Aleatory Uncertainty Only 0.0080124 0.00921 0.00512 0 .01174
Aleatory & Epistemic 
Uncertainty 0 .010835 - 0.00543 .0170s
Calculation Comparison:
1. Percent Difference = 6.9%
2. Percent Difference = 21.8%
3. Percent Difference = 33.6%
4. Percent Difference = 18.9%
5. Percent Difference = 22.0%
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Table 34. Collapse results for ground motion selection 2
P[C]













Aleatory Uncertainty Only 0.0089124 0.00921 0.00512 0.01164
Aleatory & Epistemic 
Uncertainty 0.012035 - 0.00543 0 .0 1685
Calculation Comparison:
1. Percent Difference = 1.7%
2. Percent Difference = 26.8%
3. Percent Difference = 38.0%
4. Percent Difference = 21.8%
5. Percent Difference = 33.6%
The numerical results are then compared to the closed-form solution, as discussed in 
chapter 5 equation 5.5.2 and equation 5.5.3. The closed-form solution developed by 
Cornell [38] [37] focuses on the median collapse capacity to obtain the slope, k, for the 
hazard curve. One o f  the main assumptions behind the derivation o f  this expression is 
that the ground motion hazard curve is a straight line in the logarithm domain. The 
equation assumes a lognormal distribution and was calculated with k  o f  1.2 around the 
median collapse capacity Sa in this study. A comparison o f  the calculations result in a 
difference in the range o f  21% - 38%.
The approximate closed-form equation was then recalculated with a k  based on a study 
conducted by Eads et al. [10] that concluded the collapse risk is normally dominated by 
ground motion intensities in the lower half o f  collapse fragility curve. The
recommendation was rather than put emphasis on the median collapse intensity, to focus 
on the lower half o f  the collapse fragility curve, in particular, the ground motion 
intensities identified through a collapse deaggregation that primarily contribute to the 
collapse risk. When looking at the Ac product curves in Figure 89 this holds true. The 
median collapse Sa  from the two ground motion selections was 0.65g and 0.7g, as seen in 
Figure 89, while Ac is dominated by intensities less than the median collapse Sa. Thus, a k  
o f 3.4 was calculated in the range o f  maximum contribution (.28- .56 g). An evaluation o f  
the results compared to the numerical lognormal integration demonstrates a difference in 
the range o f  19%- 38%, as seen in Table 33 and Table 34.
Mean Annual Frequency of Collapse Product Curves
6
Selection 2: Aleatory & Epistemic Uncertainty 
Selection 1: Aleatory & Epistemic Uncertainty 
Selection 2: Aleatory Uncertainty Only 
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Figure 89. Ac product curves
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Lastly, all o f  the results were compared to the 0.01 target for a 1% probability o f  collapse 
in 50 years, as seen in Table 35 and Table 36. The aleatory lognormal numerical 
integration results ranged from percentage differences o f  5.9-11% and the aleatory 
numerical integration results range from percentage differences o f  4.2-4.3%. The 
aleatory and epistemic lognormal numerical integration results ranged from percentage 
differences o f  4.1-8.8% difference. The closed from equation, with a median collapse 
intensity k  used, resulted in a percent difference o f  30-32.1% from both aleatory only and 
aleatory & epistemic uncertainty cases. However, the closed from aleatory only with a k  
based on the lower half o f  the collapse fragility curve resulted in only a 7.4-7.9% 
difference. On the other hand, closed from solution including aleatory and epistemic 
uncertainty provided results with a 25.3%- 25.8% difference with respect to the 0.01 
target.



















Only 11.1% 4.3% 32.1% -7.9%
Aleatory & Epistemic -4.1% - 30.0% -25.8%


















Aleatory Uncertainty Only 5.9% 4.2% 32.1% -7.4%
Aleatory & Epistemic -8.9% - 30.1% -25.3%
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CHAPTER VI
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Summary and Conclusions
Seismic code criteria focuses primarily on performance targets related to collapse 
prevention and life safety. ASCE 7-10 introduces risk-targeted spectral acceleration 
values as the basis for design. For the majority o f  building structures, these spectral 
accelerations correspond to one percent probability o f  collapse in 50 years and are 
different from the hazard-based design values used in previous editions o f  ASCE 7. As 
discussed in Chapter I, this study has two main objectives:
(a) Evaluate whether the design o f  a typical steel moment-frame structure based on risk- 
targeted spectral accelerations fulfills the target design collapse risk level o f  one percent 
probability o f  collapse in 50 years, and
(b) Quantify and understand the collapse potential o f  a tall steel structure designed based 
on the most current U.S. seismic code provisions.
The objectives are evaluated through an individual case study. In this study, a 20-story 
steel moment resisting frame (SMRF) structure located in Century City, CA is designed 
according to load and resistance design (LRFD) based on ASCE/SEI 7-10 [17], 
ANSI/AISC 360-10 [14], and ANSI/AISC 341-10 [15], A SMRF structure is selected
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because this lateral-load resisting system is common in seismic-prone areas. The structure 
is modeled using the Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation platform, 
OpenSees 2.4.0 [18]. This study involves careful consideration o f  the critical issues in 
structural modeling. The model includes stiffness proportional damping and deterioration 
modeling through the Modified IMK deterioration model [5] and P-A effects. The 
moments in the model's columns springs are reduced in accordance to specifications in 
FEMA P695 [50] [51]. For beams, nonlinear springs are added at the location o f  the 
(RBS) and panel zones are modeled with one rotational spring to represent shear 
distortions. Lastly, a pinned leaning column is modeled to simulate P-A effects.
A modal analysis is then conducted to determine the structure's fundamental period o f  
2.96 seconds and the first five mode shapes. A nonlinear static pushover analysis is then 
preformed in order to provide information on the structure's inelastic behavior. Through 
the pushover curve, it is seen that P-A effects have potentially severe influences on the 
response o f  the structure by the reduction o f  the global lateral stiffness. Thus, P-A must 
be included to realistically predict collapse capacity. The structural behavior from the 
pushover shows a stronger structure than what was designed. The overstrength factor o f 
4.3 is greater than the designed overstrength factor o f  3. This increase in overstrength is 
explained through the updated SC/WB and drift factor provisions implemented in the 
design, which causes for the design o f  stronger and stiffer W-sections.
A probabilistic seismic collapse assessment is then conducted which is quantified herein 
in terms o f  the mean annual frequency o f  collapse, which is then used to estimate the
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probability o f collapse in 50 years. The mean annual frequency o f collapse is estimated 
based on the combination of a site-specific ground motion hazard curve and a collapse 
fragility from nonlinear response history analysis. Two collapse fragility curves are used, 
and therefore, two different values o f mean annual frequency o f collapse are estimated. 
The first one is based on nonlinear response history analyses with a set o f 104 recorded 
ground motions selected from a seismic-hazard deaggregation. The ground motion 
selection is based on all o f ground motions records, excluding dam abutments, with a 
magnitude range from 6.5 to 8, a closest distance to the fault rupture zone of up to 15 
km, and site class D soil. The second mean annual frequency o f collapse uses an 
expanded ground motion record set o f 224 accelerograms obtained from the selection o f 
ground motions for a 6.5 to 8 magnitude and 0 to 30 km distance ranges.
A comparison o f the IDA for 104 ground motion records vs. the IDA for 224 ground 
motion records is then conducted. When comparing the IDA curves for data sets with and 
without deaggregation, more IDA curves are added in the upper region when seismic- 
hazard deaggregation was not used. The deaggregation selected ground motions 15 km or 
less from the site as opposed to ground motions from a distance range from 0 to 30 km. 
Therefore, the ground motions closest to the site should control the hazard. This 
concludes that focus should be put on the deaggregation approach, which decreases the 
number o f ground motions required for reliable collapse assessment.
The IDA preformed shows that there is varied behavior in the structure depending on the 
selected ground motion and the dependency an IDA can have on a selected record.
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Therefore, the importance o f a large selection o f ground motions is reinforced. From the 
IDAs generated in this study, a trend in the story failure was viewed. The two upper 
stories o f the structure produced the greatest story drift ratio at lower scaled Sa values. At 
higher Sa values, the bottom two stories tended to produce the greatest drift ratio starting 
at 0.35g which corresponds to the Sa range at the lower half of the fragility curve which 
tends to dominate the collapse risk. Overall, the story trends show that collapse generally 
occurs in the lower stories of the structure.
Lastly, the probability o f collapse is conducted and an evaluation o f the results is 
performed. The numerical integration and closed form solution both assume a 
lognormal data fit. This assumption was confirmed to be accurate through repotting the 
fragility curve without assuming lognormality. The results were within a within a 1.7% 
and 6.9% difference, confirming the accuracy o f the lognormal fit. The numerical results 
including aleatory and epistemic uncertainty were within a 4.1% to 8.9% difference from 
the 1% in 50 years design target. The closed from solution, calculated through the 
standard approach ( k around the median collapse capacity), provided results between 
21% to 38% difference to the numerical integration. A k  based on the lower half o f the 
fragility curve was then used resulting in 39% to 52% difference between results. These 
results show sensitivity to the choice o f the parameter k. Overall, the prescribed 
performance target is reasonably met through the implementation o f rigorous numerical 
integration, as well as the use o f the closed-form solution that accounts only for aleatory 
uncertainly and a k based on the collapse risk in the lower half o f collapse fragility curve.
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For this individual case study, the new seismic design requirements provide a reasonable 
probability o f collapse in 50 years close to the 1% target value. The 20-story is an 
intensively modeled concentrated plasticity two-dimensional model. Material and 
geometric nonlinearity are critical for collapse prediction and this model thoroughly 
includes both of these effects. This information can provide confidence in design 
requirements; however, future studies with other types o f designed facilities are 
recommended to provide a thorough evaluation. Three-dimensional asymmetrical 
facilities talcing into account all three ground motion components should be looked at for 
future work. These studies should incorporate all components needed to represent 
strength and stiffness o f the structure. The monotonic and cyclic behavior o f structural 
components should be represented through deteriorating hysteretic models. The model 
should also have the capability to account for geometric nonlinearities. The adequate 
modeling o f deterioration in this model and future models can be improved through 
increased data to update developed empirical equations to obtain a more reasonable 
estimate o f the seismic hazard slope. Future work also includes further investigation in 
methods to obtain an accurate seismic hazard slope, k, which greatly influences the 
estimate o f the probability of collapse.
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APPENDIX A
The files needed to analyze this structure in OpenSees and perform an automated IDA in 


















Information on the ground motion records selected for this study are presented in the 
tables below. The first table, Tables B .l- B.6, provides the ID# assigned in this study to 
each o f the selected ground motions. The NGA # is provided which is the unique number 
the PEER ground motion data base assigns to the record for identification purposes. The 
name of the earthquake event, year o f the earthquake, and name o f the strong-motion 
station is also provided.
The second table, Tables B.7- B.l 2, provides the type of fault mechanism, the moment 
magnitude o f the earthquake, and the closest distance to the rupture, plane, and the 
average shear velocity f  each record. The scaled Sa to which the 20-story building 
collapsed for each record case is also provided.
The third and last table, Tables B.l 3- B.l 8, contains the number o f  steps in the ground 
motion and the time step o f the ground motions file. The time step the analysis was run 
along at what period the Sa' was obtained at each ground motion response spectrum.
Further information on the ground motion records can be found at the PEER Ground 
Motion Database. [32]
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ID.#' . NGA-#' Event#?- _  , ;> Yeanv Station-
1 68 San Fernando 1971 LA - Hollywood Stor FF
2 68 San Fernando 1971 LA - Hollywood Stor FF
3 158 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Aeropuerto Mexicali
4 158 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Aeropuerto Mexicali
5 159 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Agrarias
6 159 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Agrarias
7 160 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Bonds Corner
8 160 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Bonds Corner
9 161 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Brawley Airport
10 161 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Brawley Airport
11 162 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Calexico Fire Station
12 162 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Calexico Fire Station
13 163 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Calipatria Fire Station
14 163 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Calipatria Fire Station
15 165 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Chihuahua
16 165 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Chihuahua
17 167 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Compuertas
18 167 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Compuertas
19 169 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Delta
20 169 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Delta
21 170 Imperial Valley-06 1979 EC County Center FF
22 170 Imperial Valley-06 1979 EC County Center FF
23 171 Imperial Valley-06 1979 EC Meloland Overpass FF
24 171 Imperial Valley-06 1979 EC Meloland Overpass FF
25 172 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #1
26 172 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #1
27 173 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #10
28 173 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array # 10
29 174 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #11
30 174 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #11
31 175 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #12
32 175 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #12
33 176 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array # 13
34 176 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array # 13
35 179 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #4
36 179 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #4
37 180 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #5
38 180 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #5
39 181 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #6
40 181 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #6
Table B. 1 Part 1 o f  record ID, event, year, and station
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ID # NGA# Event Year Station
41 182 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #7
42 182 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #7
43 183 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #8
44 183 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Array #8
45 184 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Differential Array
46 184 Imperial Valley-06 1979 El Centro Differential Array
47 185 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Holtville Post Office
48 185 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Holtville Post Office
49 187 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Parachute Test Site
50 187 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Parachute Test Site
51 189 Imperial Valley-06 1979 SAHOP Casa Flores
52 189 Imperial Valley-06 1979 SAHOP Casa Flores
53 190 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Superstition Mtn Camera
54 190 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Superstition Mtn Camera
55 192 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Westmorland Fire Sta
56 192 Imperial Valley-06 1979 Westmorland Fire Sta
57 290 Irpinia, Italy-01 1980 Mercato San Severino
58 290 Irpinia, Italy-01 1980 Mercato San Severino
59 719 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Brawley Airport
60 719 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Brawley Airport
61 720 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Calipatria Fire Station
62 720 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Calipatria Fire Station
63 721 Superstition Hills-02 1987 El Centro Imp. Co. Cent
64 721 Superstition Hills-02 1987 El Centro Imp. Co. Cent
65 722 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Kombloom Road (temp)
66 722 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Kornbloom Road (temp)
67 723 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Parachute Test Site
68 723 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Parachute Test Site
69 724 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Plaster City
70 724 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Plaster City
71 725 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Poe Road (temp)
72 725 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Poe Road (temp)
73 726 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Salton Sea Wildlife Refuge
74 726 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Salton Sea Wildlife Refuge
75 727 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Superstition Mtn Camera
76 727 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Superstition Mtn Camera
77 728 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Westmorland Fire Sta
78 728 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Westmorland Fire Sta
79 729 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Wildlife Liquef. Array
80 729 Superstition Hills-02 1987 Wildlife Liquef. Array
Table B. 2 Part 2 o f  record ID, event, year, and station
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ID # NGA # g-Year^. Station
81 730 Spitak, Armenia 1988 Gukasian
82 730 Spitak, Armenia 1988 Gukasian
83 737 Loma Prieta 1989 Gukasian
84 737 Loma Prieta 1989 Agnews State Hospital
85 752 Loma Prieta 1989 Capitola
86 752 Loma Prieta 1989 Capitola
87 764 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy - Historic Bldg.
88 764 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy - Historic Bldg.
89 766 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #2
90 766 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #2
91 767 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #3
92 767 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #3
93 768 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #4
94 768 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #4
95 770 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #7
96 770 Loma Prieta 1989 Gilroy Array #7
97 778 Loma Prieta 1989 Hollister Diff. Array
98 778 Loma Prieta 1989 Hollister Diff. Array
99 806 Loma Prieta 1989 Sunnyvale - Colton Ave.
100 806 Loma Prieta 1989 Sunnyvale - Colton Ave.
101 821 Erzican, Turkey 1992 Erzincan
102 821 Erzican, Turkey 1992 Erzincan
103 829 Cape Mendocino 1992 Rio Dell Overpass - FF
104 829 Cape Mendocino 1992 Rio Dell Overpass - FF
105 850 Landers 1992 Desert Hot Springs
106 850 Landers 1992 Desert Hot Springs
107 880 Landers 1992 Mission Creek Fault
108 880 Landers 1992 Mission Creek Fault
109 881 Landers 1992 Morongo Valley
110 881 Landers 1992 Morongo Valley
111 882 Landers 1992 North Palm Springs
112 882 Landers 1992 North Palm Springs
113 900 Landers 1992 Yermo Fire Station
114 900 Landers 1992 Yermo Fire Station
115 949 Northridge-01 1994 Arleta - Nordhoff Fire Sta
116 949 Northridge-01 1994 Arleta - Nordhoff Fire Sta
117 953 Northridge-01 1994 Beverly Hills - 14145 Mulhol
118 953 Northridge-01 1994 Beverly Hills - 14145 Mulhol
119 959 Northridge-01 1994 Canoga Park - Topanga Can
120 959 Northridge-01 1994 Canoga Park - Topanga Can
Table B. 3 Part 3 o f  record ID, event, year, and station
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ID # NGA #' Event-, Year, - Station
121 960 Northridge-01 1994 Canyon Country - W Lost Cany
122 960 Northridge-01 1994 Canyon Country - W Lost Cany
123 978 Northridge-01 1994 Hollywood - Willoughby Ave
124 978 Northridge-01 1994 Hollywood - Willoughby Ave
125 985 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Baldwin Hills
126 985 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Baldwin Hills
127 987 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Centinela St
128 987 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Centinela St
129 988 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Century City CC North
130 988 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Century City CC North
131 995 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Hollywood Stor FF
132 995 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Hollywood Stor FF
133 998 Northridge-01 1994 LA - N Westmoreland
134 998 Northridge-01 1994 LA - N Westmoreland
135 1003 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Saturn St
136 1003 Northridge-01 1994 LA - Saturn St
137 1044 Northridge-01 1994 Newhall - Fire Sta
138 1044 Northridge-01 1994 Newhall - Fire Sta
139 1045 Northridge-01 1994 Newhall - W Pico Canyon Rd.
140 1045 Northridge-01 1994 Newhall - W Pico Canyon Rd.
141 1048 Northridge-01 1994 Northridge - 17645 Saticoy St
142 1048 Northridge-01 1994 Northridge - 17645 Saticoy St
143 1063 Northridge-01 1994 Rinaldi Receiving Sta
144 1063 Northridge-01 1994 Rinaldi Receiving Sta
145 1077 Northridge-01 1994 Santa Monica City Hall
146 1077 Northridge-01 1994 Santa Monica City Hall
147 1082 Northridge-01 1994 Sun Valley - Roscoe Blvd
148 1082 Northridge-01 1994 Sun Valley - Roscoe Blvd
149 1084 Northridge-01 1994 Sylmar - Converter Sta
150 1084 Northridge-01 1994 Sylmar - Converter Sta
151 1087 Northridge-01 1994 Tarzana - Cedar Hill A
152 1087 Northridge-01 1994 Tarzana - Cedar Hill A
153 1106 Kobe, Japan 1995 KJMA
154 1106 Kobe, Japan 1995 KJMA
155 1107 Kobe, Japan 1995 Kakogawa
156 1107 Kobe, Japan 1995 Kakogawa
157 1113 Kobe, Japan 1995 OSAJ
158 1113 Kobe, Japan 1995 OSAJ
159 1116 Kobe, Japan 1995 Shin-Osaka
160 1116 Kobe, Japan 1995 Shin-Osaka















































Table B. 5 Part 5 o f  record ID, event, year, and station
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^
ID # NGA# Event Year Station
201 1536 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU110
202 1536 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU110
203 1537 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU111
204 1537 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU111
205 1538 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU112
206 1538 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU112
207 1540 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU115
208 1540 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU115
209 1542 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU117
210 1542 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU117
211 1543 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU118
212 1543 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU118
213 1547 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU123
214 1547 Ch -Chi, Taiwan 1999 TCU123
215 1602 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Bolu
216 1602 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Bolu
217 1605 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Duzce
218 1605 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Duzce
219 1615 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Lamont 1062
220 1615 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Lamont 1062
221 1615 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Lamont 1062
222 1615 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Lamont 1062
223 1615 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Lamont 1062
224 1615 Duzce, Turkey 1999 Lamont 1062
Table B. 6 Part 6 o f record ID, event, year, and station
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1 Reverse 6.61 22.8 316.5 I 0.95
2 Reverse 6.61 22.8 316.5 0.8
3 Strike-Sl P 6.53 0.3 274.5 I 0.8 0.8
4 Strike-SI P 6.53 0.3 274.5 1 0.55 0.55
5 Strike-Sl P 6.53 0.7 274.5 1 0.8 0.8
6 Strike-S! P 6.53 0.7 274.5 1 0.7 0.7
7 Strike-Sl P 6.53 2.7 223 1.1 1.1
8 Strike-Sl P 6.53 2.7 223 I 0.3 0.3
9 Strike-Sl P 6.53 10.4 208.7 I 1.1 1.1
10 Strike-Sl P 6.53 10.4 208.7 0.6 0.6
11 Strike-Sl P 6.53 10.4 231.2 1 0.65 0.65
12- Strike-Sl P 6.53 10.4 231.2 1 0.75 0.75
13 Strike-Sl P 6.53 24.6 205.8 1 0.85
14 Strike-Sl P 6.53 24.6 205.8 1 0.75
15 Strike-Sl P 6.53 7.3 274.5 2 0.5 0.5
16 Strike-Sl P 6.53 7.3 274.5 5 0.65 0.65
17 Strike-Sl P 6.53 15.3 274.5 2 0.6
18 Strike-Sl P 6.53 15.3 274.5 6 0.9
19 Strike-Sl P 6.53 22 274.5 2 1.15
20 Strike-Sl P 6.53 22 274.5 2 0.55
21 Strike-Sl P 6.53 7.3 192.1 2 0.6 0.6
22 Strike-Sl P 6.53 7.3 192.1 2 0.5 0.5
23 Strike-Sl P 6.53 0.1 186.2 1 0.9 0.9
24 Strike-Sl P 6.53 0.1 186.2 1 0.9 0.9
25 Strike-Sl P 6.53 21.7 237.3 1 0.85
26 Strike-Sl P 6.53 21.7 237.3 2 0.5
27 Strike-Sl P 6.53 6.2 202.8 2 0.5 0.5
28 Strike-Sl P 6.53 6.2 202.8 1 0.75 0.75
29 Strike-Sl P 6.53 12.4 196.2 6 2.1 2.1
30 Strike-Sl P 6.53 12.4 196.2 1 0.55 0.55
31 Strike-Sl P 6.53 17.9 196.9 2 0.65
32 Strike-Sl P 6.53 17.9 196.9 4 0.85
33 Strike-Sl P 6.53 22 249.9 1 0.75
34 Strike-Sl P 6.53 22 249.9 2 0.6
35 Strike-Sl P 6.53 7 208.9 1 0.65 0.65
36 Strike-Sl P 6.53 7 208.9 2 0.6 0.6
37 Strike-Sl P 6.53 4 205.6 1 . 0.85 0.85




















38 Strike-Sl ip 6.53 4 205.6 2 0.65 0.65
39 Strike-Slip 6.53 1.4 203.2 2 1.45 1.45
40 Strike-Slip 6.53 1.4 203.2 2 1.35 1.35
41 Strike-Slip 6.53 0.6 210.5 1 1.05 1.05
42 Strike-Slip 6.53 0.6 210.5 2 1 1
43 Strike-Slip 6.53 3.9 206.1 1 0.5 0.5
44 Strike-Slip 6.53 3.9 206.1 1 0.75 0.75
45 Strike-Slip 6.53 5.1 202.3 1 0.6 0.6
46 Strike-Slip 6.53 5.1 202.3 2 0.75 0.75
47 Strike-Slip 6.53 7.7 202.9 2 0.65 0.65
48 Strike-Slip 6.53 7.7 202.9 1 1.05 1.05
49 Strike-Slip 6.53 12.7 348.7 1 0.6 0.6
50 Strike-Slip 6.53 12.7 348.7 1 0.65 0.65
51 Strike-Slip 6.53 9.6 338.6 1 1.05 1.05
52 Strike-Slip 6.53 9.6 338.6 1 0.55 0.55
53 Strike-Slip 6.53 24.6 362.4 1 0.6
54 Strike-Slip 6.53 24.6 362.4 1 0.45
55 Strike-Slip 6.53 15.2 193.7 2 0.5
56 Strike-Slip 6.53 15.2 193.7 4 0.9
57 Normal 6.9 29.8 350 2 0.45
58 Normal 6.9 29.8 350 1 0.5
59 Strike-Slip 6.54 17 208.7 1 0.65
60 Strike-Slip 6.54 17 208.7 1 l.l
61 Strike-Slip 6.54 27 205.8 1 0.75
62 Strike-Slip 6.54 27 205.8 1 1.05
63 Strike-Slip 6.54 18.2 192.1 2 0.5
64 Strike-Slip 6.54 18.2 192.1 1 0.9
65 Strike-Slip 6.54 18.5 207.5 2 0.8
66 Strike-Slip 6.54 18.5 207.5 1 0.65
67 Strike-Slip 6.54 0.9 348.7 6 1.15 1.15
68 Strike-Slip 6.54 0.9 348.7 1 1.85 1.85
69 Strike-Slip 6.54 22.2 345.4 1 0.8
70 Strike-Slip 6.54 22.2 345.4 1 1.35
71 Strike-Slip 6.54 11.2 207.5 1 0.65 0.65
72 Strike-Slip 6.54 11.2 207.5 1 0.85 0.85
73 Strike-Slip 6.54 25.9 191.1 1 1.6
74 Strike-Slip 6.54 25.9 191.1 1 0.85




















75 Strike-Slip 6.54 5.6 362.4 1 0.65 0.65
76 Strike-Slip 6.54 5.6 362.4 I 0.7 0.7
77 Strike-Slip 6.54 13 193.7 2 0.6 0.6
78 Strike-Slip 6.54 13 193.7 1 1.05 1.05
79 Strike-Slip 6.54 23.9 207.5 2 0.85
80 Strike-Slip 6.54 23.9 207.5 1 0.9
81 Reverse-Oblique 6.77 24.0 274.5 1 0.45
82 Reverse-Oblique 6.77 24.0 274.5 2 0.75
83 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 24.6 239.7 5 0.8
84 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 24.6 239.7 1 1.75
85 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 15.2 288.6 1 0.5
86 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 15.2 288.6 1 0.25
87 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 11 338.5 2 0.7 0.7
88 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 11 338.5 1 0.8 0.8
89 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 11.1 270.8 2 0.55 0.55
90 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 11.1 270.8 1 0.7 0.7
91 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 12.8 349.9 1 0.5 0.5
92 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 12.8 349.9 2 1.15 1.15
93 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 14.3 221.8 1 0.6 0.6
94 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 14.3 221.8 1 0.6 0.6
95 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 22.7 333.9 1 0.3
96 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 22.7 333.9 1 0.45
97 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 24.8 215.5 2 0.75
98 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 24.8 215.5 1 0.75
99 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 24.2 267.7 6 2.35
100 Reverse-Oblique 6.93 24.2 267.7 6 1.75
101 Strike-Slip 6.69 4.4 274.5 1 1.5 1.5
102 Strike-Slip 6.69 4.4 274.5 1 0.95 0.95
103 Reverse 7.01 14.3 311.8 2 0.6 0.6
104 Reverse 7.01 14.3 311.8 1 0.3 0.3
105 Strike-Slip 7.28 21.8 345.4 1 0.85
106 Strike-Slip 7.28 21.8 345.4 2 0.6
107 Strike-Slip 7.28 27 345.4 1 0.9
108 Strike-Slip 7.28 27 345.4 2 0.5
109 Strike-Slip 7.28 17.3 345.4 1 0.45
110 Strike-Slip 7.28 17.3 345.4 2 0.85
111 Strike-Slip 7.28 26.8 345.4 15 0.8




















112 Strike-Slip 7.28 26.8 345.4 1 0.4
113 Strike-Slip 7.28 23.6 353.6 1 0.55
114 Strike-Slip 7.28 23.6 353.6 2 0.5
115 Reverse 6.69 8.7 297.7 2 0.35 0.35
116 Reverse 6.69 8.7 297.7 1 1.05 1.05
117 Reverse 6.69 17.1 355.8 1 0.75
118 Reverse 6.69 17.1 355.8 1 0.65
119 Reverse 6.69 14.7 267.5 1 0.7 0.7
120 Reverse 6.69 14.7 267.5 3 1.15 1.15
121 Reverse 6.69 12.4 308.6 1 0.8 0.8
122 Reverse 6.69 12.4 308.6 1 0.85 0.85
123 Reverse 6.69 23.1 234.9 2 1.15
124 Reverse 6.69 23.1 234.9 1 0.45
125 Reverse 6.69 29.9 297.1 2 1.2
126 Reverse 6.69 29.9 297.1 2 0.7
127 Reverse 6.69 28.3 234.9 1 0.95
128 Reverse 6.69 28.3 234.9 2 0.75
129 Reverse 6.69 23.4 278 2 0.5
130 Reverse 6.69 23.4 278 1 0.95
131 Reverse 6.69 24 316.5 1 0.6
132 Reverse 6.69 24 316.5 1 0.25
133 Reverse 6.69 26.7 315.1 1 0.3
134 Reverse 6.69 26.7 315.1 2 0.5
135 Reverse 6.69 27 308.7 1 0.6
136 Reverse 6.69 27 308.7 1 0.55
137 Reverse 6.69 5.9 269.1 1 1 1
138 Reverse 6.69 5.9 269.1 2 0.45 0.45
139 Reverse 6.69 5.5 285.9 5 1.05 1.05
140 Reverse 6.69 5.5 285.9 I 0.7 0.7
141 Reverse 6.69 12.1 280.9 1 0.75 0.75
142 Reverse 6.69 12.1 280.9 1 0.65 0.65
143 Reverse 6.69 6.5 282.2 2 0.45 0.45
144 Reverse 6.69 6.5 282.2 1 0.85 0.85
145 Reverse 6.69 26.4 336.2 4 1.75
146 Reverse 6.69 26.4 336.2 1 0.8
147 Reverse 6.69 10.1 308.6 1 0.65 0.65
148 Reverse 6.69 10.1 308.6 1 0.8 0.8
Table B. 10 Part 4 o f  record mechanism, distance, and collapse Sa
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149 Reverse 6.69 5.3 251.2 1 1 I
150 Reverse 6.69 5.3 251.2 1 0.6 0.6
151 Reverse 6.69 15.6 257.2 1 0.4
152 Reverse 6.69 15.6 257.2 1 0.35
153 Strike-Slip 6.9 1 312 1 0.6 0.6
154 Strike-Slip 6.9 1 312 1 0.7 0.7
155 Strike-Slip 6.9 22.5 312 4 0.65
156 Strike-Slip 6.9 22.5 312 1 0.6
157 Strike-Slip 6.9 21.4 256 2 0.8
158 Strike-Slip 6.9 21.4 256 4 0.45
159 Strike-Slip 6.9 19.1 256 1 0.65
160 Strike-Slip 6.9 19.1 256 1 0.55
161 Strike-Slip 6.9 0.3 312 1 1.05 1.05
162 Strike-Slip 6.9 0.3 312 1 0.9 0.9
163 Strike-Slip 6.9 1.5 256 2 0.55 0.55
164 Strike-Slip 6.9 1.5 256 2 1 1
165 Strike-Slip 7.51 15.4 276 1 0.6
166 Strike-Slip 7.51 15.4 276 1 0.55
167 Strike-Slip 7.51 4.8 297 2 0.55 0.55
168 Strike-Slip 7.51 4.8 297 1 0.8 0.8
169 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 25 235.1 2 0.7
170 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 25 235.1 2 0.45
171 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 19.1 277.5 1 0.5
172 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 19.1 277.5 14 0.4
173 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 29.5 226 1 0.65
174 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 29.5 226 2 0.85
175 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 16.1 233.1 2 0.6
176 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 16.1 233.1 2 0.75
177 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 24.1 291.9 1 0.55
178 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 24.1 291.9 2 1.35
179 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 22.7 253.7 2 0.4
180 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 22.7 253.7 2 0.55
181 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 10 258.9 2 0.85 0.85
182 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 10 258.9 1 0.5 0.5
183 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 18 223.2 2 0.45
184 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 18 223.2 14 0.45
185 Reverse-Oblique 7.62 24.2 209.2 1 0.65
Table B. 11 Part 5 o f  record mechanism, distance, and collapse Sa
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186 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 24.2 209.2 1 0.4
187 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 25.4 229.3 2 0.4
188 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 25.4 229.3 2 0.45
189 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 22.1 362 2 0.65
190 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 22.1 362 2 0.45
191 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 17.1 230.3 2 0.45
192 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 17.1 230.3 1 0.75
193 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 17.2 320.3 2 0.35
194 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 17.2 320.3 1 0.55
195 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 16.6 357.5 1 0.55
196 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 16.6 357.5 17 0.85
197 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 0.6 305.9 2 0.35 0.35
198 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 0.6 305.9 1 0.35 0.35
199 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 11 364 2 1 1
200 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 11 364 3 0.5 0.5
201 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 11.6 212.7 1 0.65 0.65
202 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 11.6 212.7 2 0.7 0.7
203 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 22.1 237.5 2 0.8
204 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 22.1 237.5 1 0.75
205 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 27.5 201 1 0.5
206 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 27.5 201 2 0.45
207 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 21.8 215.3 1 0.5
208 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 21.8 215.3 2 0.55
209 Reverse-Obl que 7.62 25.4 198.6 5 0.65
210 Reverse-Obl que 0.005 25.4 198.6 2 0.55
211 Reverse-Obl que 0.005 26.8 201 2 0.7
212 Reverse-Obl que 0.005 26.8 201 2 0.55
213 Reverse-Obl que 0.005 14.9 241.7 2 0.75 0.75
214 Reverse-Obl que 0.005 14.9 241.7 1 0.4 0.4
215 Str ke-Slip 0.01 12 326 1 0.75 0.75
216 Str ke-Slip 0.01 12 326 0.65 0.65
217 Str ke-Slip 0.005 6.6 276 1 0.85 0.85
218 Str ke-Slip 0.005 6.6 276 1 0.4 0.4
219 Str ke-Slip 0.01 9.2 338 1 0.5 0.5
220 Str ke-Slip 0.01 9.2 338 1 0.35 0.35
221 Str ke-Slip 0.01 9.2 338 1 0.5 0.5
222 Str ke-Slip 0.01 9.2 338 3 0.2 0.2
223 Strike-Slip 0.01 9.2 338 2 0.25 0.25
224 Strike-Slip 0.01 9.2 338 1 0.35 0.35
Table B. 12 Part 6 o f record mechanism, distance, and collapse Sa
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I 2800 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.0855
2 2800 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.04034
3 1115 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.12017
4 1115 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.03264
5 2836 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.09007
6 2836 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.094
7 7521 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.11107
8 7521 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.05394
9 7564 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.15661
10 7564 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.09548
11 7561 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.05529
12 7561 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.04803
13 7905 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.05864
14 7905 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.03981
15 4000 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.05106
16 4000 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.0722
17 3600 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01899
18 3600 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01975
19 9992 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.15312
20 9992 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.09297
21 7997 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.1024
22 7997 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.2326
23 7997 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.20865
24 7997 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.43394
25 7807 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.04965
26 7807 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.02611
27 7395 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.18095
28 7395 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.139
29 7807 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.15483
30 7807 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.08349
31 7802 0.005 0.005. 2.96 0.06525
32 7802 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.06877
33 7901 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.04874
34 7901 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.04497
35 7800 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.10057
36 7800 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.33518
37 7857 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.23113
38 7857 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.42707
39 7807 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.29359
40 7807 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.49637
Table B. 13 Part 1 o f  number o f  steps, time-step, response spectrum Sa
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41 7364 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.1852
42 7364 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.41488
43 7512 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.13968
44 7512 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.18008
45 7792 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.21803
46 7792 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.08821
47 7549 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.17272
48 7549 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.1935
49 7866 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.0648
50 7866 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.05786
51 1571 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.03283
52 1571 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.03283
53 5656 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.01511
54 5656 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.01472
55 7997 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.0848
56 7997 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.06186
57 14712 0.0029 0.0029 2.96 0.01497
58 14712 0.0029 0.0029 2.96 0.02397
59 2212 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.03805
60 2197 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.06014
61 2225 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.02574
62 2211 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.04356
63 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.08484
64 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.14326
65 2205 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.05675
66 2198 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.06144
67 2235 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.3476
68 2231 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.18354
69 2214 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01975
70 2223 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.08573
71 2230 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.11498
72 2230 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.11715
73 2189 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.03424
74 2234 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.05198
75 2221 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.06275
76 2221 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.06415
77 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.07707
78 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.14816
79 8800 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.14432
Table B. 14 Part 2 o f  number o f  steps, time-step, response spectrum Sa
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80 8800 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.19665
81 1990 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.05046
82 1990 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.03568
83 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.09815
84 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.11561
85 7991 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.06491
86 7991 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.0326
87 7991 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.06509
88 7991 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.02984
89 7990 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.05109
90 7990 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.08037
91 7989 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.05984
92 7989 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.13028
93 7990 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.0771
94 7990 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.06714
95 7990 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.01711
96 7990 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.01918
97 7928 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.13695
98 7928 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.1315
99 7850 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.3364
100 7850 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.29851
101 4156 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.22007
102 4262 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.29389
103 1800 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.05685
104 1800 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.03791
105 2500 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.04898
106 2500 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.04692
107 14000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.02301
108 14000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.05938
109 14000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.03901
110 14000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.06032
111 14000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.03876
112 14000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.04787
113 2200 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.12574
114 2200 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.06905
115 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.06565
116 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.13101
117 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.11609
118 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.09801
119 2499 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.10092
120 2499 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.14561
Table B. 15 Part 3 o f  number o f  steps, time-step, response spectrum Sa
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121 1999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.12213
122 1999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.08767
123 3499 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.05356
124 3499 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.04653
125 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.07085
126 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.03792
127 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.0481
128 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.06604
129 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.08483
130 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.0473
131 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.0541
132 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.02495
133 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01962
134 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.02301
135 3159 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.04464
136 3159 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.04228
137 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.15757
138 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.18534
139 2499 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.36955
140 2499 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.18264
141 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.10874
142 2999 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.13619
143 1991 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.25834
144 1991 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.27742
145 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.13074
146 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.0817
147 3028 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.08329
148 3028 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.1271
149 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.58783
150 8000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.18976
151 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.12118
152 2000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.11104
153 2400 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.16579
154 2400 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.15365
155 4096 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.04323
156 4096 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.04814
157 6000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.07463
158 6000 0.02 0.005 2.96 0.0608
159 4096 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.10529
160 4096 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.05005
Table B. 16 Part 4 o f  number o f  steps, time-step, response spectrum Sa
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161 4096 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.15883
162 4096 0 .0.1 0.005 2.96 0.13652
163 4096 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.22366
164 4096 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.35756
165 5437 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.15207
166 5437 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.10876
167 7000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.28719
168 7000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.30902
169 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.22158
170 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.18961
171 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.23184
172 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.11804
173 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.226
174 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.11831
• 175 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.11215
176 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.16625
177 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.10261
178 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.10595
179 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.1516
180 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.26863
181 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.37129
182 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.2904
183 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.21111
184 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.17932
185 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.14518
186 37500 0.004 0.004 2.96 0.09244
187 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.1655
188 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.11632
189 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.19672
190 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.1478
191 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.13844
192 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.20805
193 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.10054
194 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.14331
195 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.36768
196 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.36435
197 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.08725
198 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.06405
199 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.31765
200 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.22562
Table B. 17 Part 5 o f  number o f  steps, time-step, response spectrum Sa
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201 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.24055
202 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.18111
203 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.22208
204 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.15579
205 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.21463
206 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.20354
207 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.20216
208 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.20666
209 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.14475
210 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.11945
211 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.25177
212 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.18245
213 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.14212
214 18000 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.15002
215 5590 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.14169
216 5590 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.10601
217 5177 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.22982
218 5177 0.005 0.005 2.96 0.2333
219 4399 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01638
220 4399 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.02116
221 4233 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.02016
222 4233 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01405
223 4233 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01837
224 4233 0.01 0.005 2.96 0.01727
Table B. 18 Part 6 o f number o f steps, time-step, response spectrum Sa
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